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President-elect

Pool outlines his campaign promises
By Susan Keenom

Photo by Tima Ma'o

i sun
ASUOP

ment at the voter turnout. "You
Food Service and Stan Green in
would think more students would
housing. Pool has proposed to turn
care about their student govern
Raymond
Great
Hall
into
a
soup
and
Tin very happy, I'm up on a
salad bar similar to the Redwood ment." He added, "I wish Ron the
cloud," said ASUOP President elect
best and hope he really can change
Room.
Hon Pool shortly after the results of
-publish ASUOP budget allo food service and keep winter term
Tuesday's run-off election were an
cations in a pie chart form in the alive. I can't wait to fill out his sur
nounced.
vey!" "
Pacifican.
Pool, a junior in the School of
Incumbent President Martin Burt of
-work
with
the
Physical
Business and Public Administration,
fered
Pool his congratulations and
Plant
to
start
an
energy
conservation
outpolled his opponent, Bruce Dini,
said, "I am convinced that Ron will
drive
across
campus.
by a margin of two to one.
-take application from continue to work towards a strong
Pool, who will begin his term in
association that will better represent
various
ASUOP
director positions.
office within the next two weeks,
-publish, in the Pacifican, students, especially in those academic
outlined several campaign promises
a brief outline of what the ASUOP and participatory areas."
that he hopes to fulfill by the end of
Pool expressed relief that his
President's job is and what all the
thi"- 'rmc-ter.
campaigning
was finally over. "I
Other positions in ASUOP entail.
-conduct a survey to eva
never
thought
that three weeks of
Pool
sees
his
long
term
goal
as
luate services available with ASUOP.
college
campaigning
could be so in
improving
communication
between
-attempt to assign all the
tense. I'm not sure that I would ever
ASUOP
and
the
rest
of
the
campus.
students elected to the new Board of
"I promise I will get back to all the want to go through with another elec
Supervisors to the various groups and
living groups on campus, probably tion."
organizations not directly represen
He concluded, "Even though
this fall, and hold an open forum
ted by the board.
both
elections had a very low voter
wifh each one.
He added, the
-meet with the Board of
turnout,
I thank everybody who
biggest long term goal is to try to get
Regents and ask them to rewrite the
supported me and encouraged me
more
students
involved
in
tying
clause in the ASUOP contract that
ASUOP together with the whole cam i to continue towards my goals."
. states ASUOP is not to fund certain
pus."
programs.
Dini, who received 178 votes to
-assign a student advisory
Pool's
367, expressed his disappoint
board to work with Paul Fairbrook in
Managing Editor

Incumbent President Martin Burt offers his congratulations to President-elect Ron Pool.
Photo by TImo Mo'o
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ASUOP has no say in real issues
By Diane Winocur
Pacifican Staff Writer
ASUOP will continue to be a self-

look
wakening, menial task serving
vre and take a
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position.
For ASUOP to have the com
munication link it needs to suc
cessfully join the student body and its
representatives, the Pacifican staff
must not only run more ASUOP
stories, but have better relations
with Burt's office.
"This has been the best year for
relations between the leadership of
ASUOP and the leadership of the
Pacifican, but there has not been as

't is dependent on UOP's sanction
'°r its existence, claims 1979-80
ASUOP President Martin Burt.
The goals of the Associated
^udents are exactly those of a labor
Union-the effective representation <>l
student body before the ad
The Pacifican must return to
ministration says Burt. And until
the position of being an
ASUOP becomes independent from
University, "we will continue to
ASUOP organ
tave no say in the real issues.
The title "student government is
much coverage as there"should be."
misnomer, according to Burt.
Another reason why ASUOP may
There is very little governing to do
never become purely the students
Th administration governs us We
' advocate to the administration that
are here representing students like a
Burt desires is the lack of continuity
abor union, and if vve lose sight o
from year to year.
ftis, we w^llcontinue to weaken our "Every year we have to start all
over
again," by training elected of
ASU0P goals are those of a
ficers getting the student body in
at|or
union
representing
volved, and thereby again P™ving to
students before the ad
the administration tht ASUOP does
have the backing of its constituents.
ministration
H
Burt says his year in office ha
seen much movement toward his goa
dances of fulfilling our goals." ,
According to Burt, ASUOP has
of student participation, a strong
c°nsistentlv weakened itself over t e
relationship with the administration,
yea .
"We have given awav our
and student rights representation,
rs
nevvspaper, we have a three-branch
and he trusts that President-elect Ron
Pool will be able to follow the pace
^stem of gevernment that
is
1
Wakening, and we have complicate
^ecks and balances that only serve Stt Admittedly, total student par• ation is impossible, but Burt
Create problems.
f ,
tlU?'ns a 100% increase in student
Although the separation
ot he
at'ific
awareness and participation in all
an and ASUOP was out of the
c°ntrol of student government, Burr
aspects of ASUOP this year.
P -We
are in the process of
lns>sts
that the newspaper wa
breaking
away
from residence group
r
or
aI
° 'ginally conceived as an ^ \ .
ASVOP and must
return to th.s

stereotypes," says Burt, of the diverse
membership in ASUOP committes
and strong attendance of the years
social events and speakers.
The opening of the budgeting
process, although controvercial, also
brought much awareness of ASUOP
happenings to the students, he feels.
Burt believes participation in
student leadership should be an im
portant aspect of campus life. Those
who don't involve themselves, he
asserts, should lose their position as
voting entities.
"When someone tells me he
doesn't
know
anything
about
ASUOP, I tell him 'it's mostly your
fault'."
Through becoming a
senator, participating in ASUOP
events, or merely entering the
ASUOP offices and asking questions,
anyone can become involved.
Burt was very pleased with his
relationship with the administration
this year. "That is not to say we have
agreed, about 50% of the time we
agree and 50% we do not. But the
relationship has been excellent, and
the administrators have been very
positive toward student gover
nment."

Our relationship with the ad
ministration has been ex
cellent
And even his administration's
projects to bring about change on the
school, community, and ASUOP
levels, hurt considers as successes.
He believes that pressure put on
thefritdministration by his staff has
both kept the special admissions

proram
(lowering of
entrance
requirements for athletes) down to a
minimum, and brought about the
Greater Pacific Campaign's bulletins,
as a "legitimizing program" for the
$30 million to be spent.
Contact with the community is
another campaign promise which

This year we have seen much
movement toward student
participation

was tor the tirst time fulfilled during
Burt's presidency. The formation of
the Federation of Associated Students
of Stockton, with Burt as its first
president, brings together the high
schools and colleges of the Stockton
area to discuss community issues.
In the passing of Proposition 3,
Burt has seen his final hope for
ASUOP while in office materialize.
Even in his campaign policy
statement, he had hoped for the
replacement of the ineffectual senate,
of which he had been a member, with
a Board of Supervisors.
"It is a very viable alternative for
increased participation.
I'm in
terested in bringing students into the
policy making aspects of ASUOP,'
and this change will involve not only
more students, but students from all
parts of the University.
Although Martin looks forward
to a separation between ASUOP and
the administration, he realizes this is
unlikely, and that ASUOP will con
tinue in its limitedness and meniality.
"But ^ this is what the students
want, we have it," he concludes.
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Marleta Warneke

UOP coed named
Miss San Joaquin Co
By Bobi Bloom
Pacifican Staff Writer

Marleta Warneke, a UOP junior,
has been named Miss San Joaquin
County. As Miss San Joaquin County
she will go on to enter the Miss Calif| ornia Pageant to be held on June 16
through the 21 in Santa Cruz. The
pageant will be televised on June 21.
Warneke, who was named Miss
;San Luis Obispo in 1977, said that
(she was familiar with the Miss San
I Joaquin County Scholarship Pageant

when she came to UOP. "It is a good I
program, and very beneficial," she]
said, "Especially for someone in
terested
in
improving
them
selves...We work on poise, grace,!
presenting yourself and meeting]
people."
She feels that one of the best]
aspects of the pageant is that it]
provides the opportunity to meet
people in the county. "You establish
many friends by meeting girls in the |
pageant, and also among the people|
cont. on back page
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Forums afford communication
There was a relaxed, even friendly at
mosphere at Wednesday's Presidential
Forum on Student Life.
It was the kind of feeling that could easily
prompt PR-type writing about the wonders of
Pacific. But of course, such upbeat editorials
are not at all in vogue. Still, a good word or
two are sometimes called for.
The student attendance - in the neigh
borhood of 20 or 30 - was better than expec
ted, given a sunny spring afternoon, though
rany more should have been there. More
important, however, was the quality of the
. xchange between those students, faculty,
and administrators who were there.

Certainly there was a substantial amount of
"airiness" as is typical in any such meeting.
But there was also a sense of respect and
open-mindedness apparent throughout the
presentation and discussion.
There are two Presidential Forums coming
up, one in April on the budget and one in
May on the future of the University.
Hopefully, the university community will
continue to make use of these meetings, at
least as a means of becoming more ac
curately informed as to the point of views
held by university officials and on what basis
these viewpoints are held.

tv leave So many feelings...Shout them in.
to the sky.
will carry them further.
It's not that there aren t a lot of
ings out
there" a lot of good things, and so much
yet to do. It's just that there is a lot to be

Two months
'til graduation

No echo

Sunday morning. This place is sunshine
city. Right out of a poem. Birds singing.
Flowers. Blossoms. The whole works. Fan
tasy campus.
Hangover people still in bed.
The time passes by quickly for all of us.
The rule of thumb is, of course, no sen
timental
editorials
until
the
last
edition...then let loose with an outpouring of
weepy farewell reflections.
But graduation day is too late to be sen
timental. Certainly it is one of the most anticlimatic happenings of our college career.
Get a diploma and some hugs. Have a par-

had right now.
Do you kind of feel it? I mean, the sun ;{s
J
incf pnninP.
I )n you
\u
out^Sdterms
Do
out...miaiernis are_ just
j- ending.
know where we are in the time line? T*0
months 'til graduation. Hours, days, and
weeks on a huge reel - spinning...fast f0r,
Tard and I can't find the STOP button.
IS
So be it L o o k i n g out the window. Cat
fl*"'..,
y°°
&
'i*
ching bits and pieces... dust... oops... sound
like a pop song...blow away.
We are leaving. We are gone.
Come with us to all alone.
Never worry. Never moan.
We will leave you all alone.

J

•Student guest editorial•

Leading Our Leaders
According to Webster, a leader is "a person who has commanding
authority and influence."
This week we chose from among us, those who will be our student
leaders for the next year. In another few months we will be choosing
who will be our nation's leader for the next four years. So I think it is a
fitting time to consider what we are looking for in a leader.
Webster attributes to leaders both "authority" and "influence."
Authority is a forgone assumption when we speak of leadership;
those without authority will not remain leaders long.
I see "influence" as the operative word in this definition.
By what will a leader be able to influence his followers? When a
problem presents itself to a group, the group will look to its leaders for
its resolution. What the leader must do is to formulate a solution which
he considers to be the most likely to succeed, and then to influence his
group to follow him in his course of action.
In formulating his solution, the leader will seek an answer by which
to best preserve himself and his group, for he has as much need of the
roup as the group of him.
Take a problem, for example, the present energy crisis. The people
of the United States are presented with a problem. We feel the pinch at
the gas tank, we get squeezed at the grocery when buying petroleumfertilized produce, we are jabbed at the bank as we try to exchange our
dollar for Deutsche Marks, we gasp as we see Soviet Tanks roll in around
our source of petroleum, we flinch as we total the cost of defending our
heart blood so deeply entrenched in foreign lands.
Now, leaders, how about it? Successful military men know that to
gain success, to win the victory, they must inspire and, most of all, lead

by Karen Kohberger
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their men to do what their men do not want to do. Leaders must see the
prize to be won although trial and tribulation may lie between the
present and the future.
Now the next question—Are our leaders leading us? Do we drive fif
ty-five? Are our thermostats in both public and private set at 68°? Are
industries turning to the use of domestic fuel? Is there encouragement to
develop new forms of energy?
Is there any decisive leading being done? Or are our leaders still

KM
.
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pandering to localized whims?
An Iowan senator would rather jump off a sill than dare to say he
supported the Soviet grain embargo, although perhaps he deeply believes
it to be in the nation's (Iowa farmers included) best interest.
A representative from the Bronx would rather be mugged in Central
Park that suggest to their constituents that perhaps the Palistinians could
use a homeland of their own.
Where is all the influence leaders are suppose to swing?
The coach is suppose to figure out the strategy to win the game and
then, difficult as it may be, he must sell the plan to the players.
A leader's job is to think up the course of action by which he and his
followers (us) will most benefit, and then convince us to follow him.
Instead we are faced with leaders who vacillate from peace and ap
peasement to escalation and confrontation, always chasing that elusive
public opinion.
What we need are leaders who will lead, not politicians who can
only tell us what we already know.
Here we go again. Me, a follower, telling the leaders what to do.

Exchange student
misses Bob, praises
Pacifican
Dear Editor.
It grieves me to hear ot Bob
Woodward's resignation. That UOP
should lose such a competent and
warm person is a crime.
I'm sorrv to see someone so goodhumored and so bent on helping
students leavc-we're losing one of
those who make UOP much more
personal and enjoyable.
Were 1
there. I d he begging Bob to come
back. But I w ish him the best at San
Jose.
While I'm at it, 1 want to thank
the Pacifican staff for their hard
work. I'm getting a pretty complete
picture of what's happening at UOP
this vear. Despite what those in the
midst ol the action might say against
the Pacilicaih vour work is veritably
devoured bv the 5 UOP students in
Paris this \ ear. Thanks!
Sinccrclv,
I ,ise Bhower
(junior, COP)
Paris, France

Pep squad plagued
by apathy
Dear Editor,
I was rather dismayed last week
to read the statement made by the
pep squad concerning participation.
Bv viewing the pep squad this year it
seemed as though it was another
organization plagued by apathy. It
didn't seem as though too many
students cared enough for cheering
on the sports' events as UOP. Partly
because of the understaffed and
unrecognized
cheerleaders,
and
much to the students own laziness.
Though school spirit may sound

managers didn't need to hear their
own candidates platforms.
There were some genuinely in
terested students at the debate, but
there surclv must be more people w ho
are concerned about their govern
ment than the mere handful that at
tended the debate.
If this voter apathy has become a
major cliche on campus, the clinging

of candidates to trite, dependable
promises has become a joke. The
only candidate who violated this
tradition and proposed drastic, major
improvements to ASUOP was ver
bally attacked by members of the
current administration. One of these
attacks occurcd when a student
seized the microphone to voice his
own opinion. No matter what his
views on the matter, it was not his
place to broadcast-them during the
candidates time. The only people
who had any right to speak at the
Name withheld upon Bequest
debate other than the legitimate can
didates were those running on a
write-in ticket.
1 realize this, if printed, will not
appear until after the run-off election
is held. Hopefully more than the 788
students who voted in the original
election will have voted in that run
off. Perhaps the run-off will cause the
students of this campus to take an in
Dear Editor,
terest in their government in future
elections. Probably not, however, if
After a week of visual assault by
tradition holds.
campaign literature that was posted'
I hope after the run-off results are
on every open space on campus from
known we can each say, "yes, I
the walls of Wendell Phillips Center
looked carefully at the candidates
to the sanctity of dorm bathroom
and voted for the one I truthf ully felt
stalls, I decided to take a closer look
was the best." Unfortunately, it ap
at the candidates and their views.
pears that this is a campus of sheep
The perfect chance, I decided, was at
who are willing to be lead by the
the Candidates' debate on March 7.
popular and powerful minorities of
The only word to describe the
the school.
exhibition I witnessed there is
It will continue to be so until
assinine. Of the approxiamtely twen
enough students learn that govern
ty people who stayed for the entire
ment will never represent them, or
spectacle, at least half were already
do more than the bare minimum
decided as to political persuasion.
unless they, the constituents get in
Each candidate had their own
volved. Until then, the ASUOP elec
rooting section; the Pool People, the
tions, through no fault of the can
Dini Delegation, and the Anagnostou
didates themselves, will continue to
Association were all there, but where
be farces.
were the students who should have
Name withheld upon request
been there?
The students with
questions for the candidates? Wasn't
the debate designed with these people
in mind? Certainly the campaign

ASUOP elections
considered a farce

Campaign literature
litters dorms
Dear Editor
Once again it is election time on
the UOP campus. The usual com
plaints have been voiced on both
sides; many students claim that
ASUOP is a farce, while the can
didates and other students lament the
fact that UOP students are so
apathetic about student government.
It is indeed unfortunate that
apathy is so high on this campus, but
looking at the way in which this
campaign has been run, it is also un
derstandable. It is true that there has
been some discussion of the issues,
and several candidates have visited
our dorm to share their viewpoints
with us. Also, there have been cam
pus meetings at which the candidates
were available to anyone who wished
to hear their ideas. However, this has
hardly been the major part of the
campaign.
Instead, the campaign has relied
far too heavily on posters with catch
phrases.
"Let's make ASUOP
greater"~sure, everyone wants to
make it greater, but this statement
tells us nothing about how the can
didate intends to achieve this goal.
"Responsible Student Government"-this has to be the most ridiculous
statement of the entire campaign.
Honestly now, have you seen an elec
tion in which a candidate came out
for "Irresponsible Student Gover
nment"? These phrases insult the intelligenced of all of us.
Perhaps the biggest problem has
been the proliferation of campaign
posters. At John Ballantyne alone
there are 91 posters up-one for every
person in the dorm! Ron Pool has
been by far the worst offender in this
regard; 60 of the posters are his.
You're not safe anywhere in the
dorm, and you can't go into any of
the bathroom stalls without being
assaulted by at least two of them
(figuratively speaking, of course.)
Bruce Dini has resorted to a different
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Letters to the Editorhokev in this duyyund place, crowd
enthusiasm does help a team. Mental
ability is as vital as physical strength.
Don't complain about the teams, help
them, and don't bitch about the
cheerleaders, either try out, talk
someone else into trying out, or yell
loud enough that you might motivate
the cheerleaders too.
And in regards to the comment in
last week's article about "plans will
begin immediately to raise enough
money to go with our football team
to Hawaii." Wouldn't it be more
feasible to concentrate on traveling
with the team to as many games
feasible within the continental United
States, rather than planning a
vacation in Hawaii? The sun still
shines on the beaches of California.Good luck to the 1980-81
cheerleaders and songleadcrs.

mm

tactic, placing fliers on the win
dshields of all the cars in the parking
lot.
This only creates litter for
someone else to dispose of. (Note to
Mr. Dini—it also does very little to en
dear the car owner to the candidate
who has placed the flier on his win
dshield.)
This campaign has been little
more than a source of paper
pollution for those of us who live in
John Ballantyne. The candidates all
claim to be for responsible gover
nment; we would be exceedingly
grateful if they were merely respon
sible enough to quit littering our
home, or at least clean up their mess
after the election is over.
John Ballantyne Dorm Council
Phil Brown
Bill Gleeson
Jeffrey W. Burke
Pamela Stanley
Bill Kochenderfel

Well! Sun \ I gul s<> s«-i
anlns ol our |jublit oil it i.
rfinusK, I nil i oust i ipl ion
just have no drsire to s|M'i
seashore—its part ol .in ainpl
t'Persian Cull. So unywd
lercsling tidbits ol mlon

returned the coveted tin-god to Killer
it was taken again.
This time Ritter hasn't a clue as 'i c we go;
to its whereabouts and believes it is
not a joke. I too, follow this assume
tion as there has been no attempt al (mum Carl
kc\ team |
gaining a ransom or any contact at
all from this discreet napper.
lias lx'
From one trophy-napper to
[""" •'n,| \llt(
another I speak out to you: Return (lie a
' \dollars a l ,
stupid thing! It's not worth it..|
can't possibly mean as much to you
as it does to them. We didn't real® More »n „
Wils going (
ourselves how personally rippei
a
f
some people felt from it. Re "y Mid Plan,
everyone is tired of the mess...pi
r '"ff rait
return the blasted thing so we #
11
have an end to the ridiculous gam^
t'ign ,\i(|
The Reformed Trophy-Napp®
of Wemyss Ho^ ll1' wal,u,t
P.S. If you do decide to keep
"Hied o|
I'd suggest you acquire a liking f°r
Slants, |1(,
Limburger cheese.
,r,1;"gtn,
(

Trophy-nappers
reform

The Pacifican

Dear Editor,
There seems to be an epidemic of
trophy nappings these days...We the
members of "low-life" Wemyss, who
stole Ritter's trophy as a practical
yoke have since returned it because
some of their residents weren't
laughing That's fair-Wemyss and
Ritter are back on friendly terms and
the misunderstandings have been
cleared up.
But it's also fair to explain to the
rest of the UOP community that we
d d it in fun and not to boost our
aluminum can drive which we've
been working on since last fall. Right
now the can drive is especially impor
tant to us as we are trying to collect a
substantial amount to recycle and
give the money to the Stockton
Emergency
Food
Bank
h»f
vacation. That's why it made
"
to us to ask for cans as a "r
Wi.li m

7

ransom."

Well, the plot didn't work but
that doesnt matter.
What' th
Wemyss trophy-nappers are concern
ed about now is that right after we
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done.
,.5 y e time UOP closes down
V d get it finished."

When do you think the Events
Center will be completed?

Bill Hatch, Junior, COP: "Well let's
see...it's about 2 p.m. now, _i'd say
about 3:30 p.m., maybe.
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By Jess Bragg and Tom Michel
Ulike (last name withheld by request),
worker, Events Center: "When it's
supposed to be done or when it will
be done? Well, should be around next
December. There is a target date but
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>n<

Matt Waldron, School of Business:
"Really, I don't give a damn. I've
donated money to it, but they're not
going to have any raquetball courts
in it so I'm kinda bummed out about
that. I plan on playing there Decem
ber ot next year. But I don't care, I'll
stay with the Pit as long as possible."

CJ1VP VOll Q lr\n/T

forecast.
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Helene Gliko, Sophomore, School of
Business: I would probably have to

A QU

say after I graduate in 1983. It'll
probably take that much time to raise
the money and finish it off. Some
body told me they still needed a lot
more money still.

Geoff Smyth, Sophmore, COP:
"Probably the beginning of the
basketball season in '81. Are they
gonna have raquetball courts for
that?
They're not gonna have
raquetball courts for that?! Well, I
am really sorry to hear that. It would
have been a nice and necessary ad
dition. But I don't know when it'll be
done, y'know they get paid by the
hour."

ElNn
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Recently, construct ion began 1U1 Ulit Oi 111V/ biggest
projects in UOP history, the $5.5 million events center.
While by far one of the most visual objects on campus, the
(partial) events center has also been the core of a controversy
concerning academic and athletic priorities. Graduating
seniors have little regard for a structure that will be com
pleted long after they're gone, yet the underclassmen will
experience a brand new arena if the date of completion is
met. The administration and contractors might stay firm to
the original estimate, yet what does the student in the street
feel the realistic completion date might be?

Steve Mix, Senior, School of Business:
"Not next year. I don't it'll be done
until the following summer. Not for
another whole year. UOP puts too
much off and never gets anything
done. They've told us we'd get a
locker room out at the swimming
pool for 4 years now and they haven't
done that."

Lisa Vincent, Sophomore, COP:
"There's a slim chance it might be
done by the end of the decade. It
seems like its one of their top
priorities though, because they know
if they get it done thay can get a lot of
money from it."

SPANNING THE GLOBE

By Gavin W. Harvey

News Briefs
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Well! Son \ I got so serious willi Y O U all last week; tin
antics ol our public ollicials shouldn t he lakcu all thai,
seriously, hut conscription is a sensitive issue with me.
1 just have no desire to spend my summer frolicking on the
seashore-as part of an amphibious assault on some heat h in
the Persian Gulf. So anyway, this week I simply have some
interesting tidbits ol information lor you to wrestle with.
Here we go:
- J1111111\ Garter's strategy ol entering a GlA-lrained ice
linckev team into the Winter Olympics worked brilliantly.
NASA has been working on bionic goalies tor some time
now and America is glad ol the outcome. Let s keep those
lax dollars at work!
I More on our industrious President: I understand that he
was going to reveal a Southern California flood DisasU i
Relief Plan, but his advisers thought that the 5 million rub
ber life rafts allotted for the plan simply weren't going to
work out. Instead Jimmy turned to revitalize a skimpy U.S
Foreign Aid program, and allocated tons ol Wondi r Bitac
and walnut patties for delivery to the Third World. When
informed of how insulting such an oiler would be to starving
peasants, he responded, "Tell them it's from the Russians.
Ureal guv, our Jimmy.
After the New Mexico Stale Prison
-Prison
reform .uun.
scene: Alter im c"» i iMJ11 irutiiu
i i i
\ h o t issue. Ambilioiis s t a t e
debacle, prisoners rights ait a not

Senatons-drom Northern California are calling for man
datoj \ tiny steering wheels in new auUftnobiles, so that
criminals can drive while wearing handcuffs.
- On the Energy Front: Two important developments, fellow
citizens.
General Electric has announced its plans to
produce the world's first HAMSTER BREEDER REACTOR.
Although it will take many, many hamsters to keep America
running, GE claims that this renewable resource will
provide 10% of the nation's energy needs by the year 2000.
Turn in your hamsters, white mice, and lemmings to local
U.S. Post Offices.
Furthermore, the Department of Defense has shown in
terest in a scheme to camouflage all existing nuclear reactors
to look like local draft hoards. If this happens, college
students, environmental houligans, and other protestors will
most likely ignore the damn things.
- American Pioneer Spirit: Being as full of "get rich quick"
ideas as this nation is, I've read about a group of en
trepreneurs who are going to capitalize on the Nohel-sperm
bank concept. You guessed it: The Sperm of the Month
Club! Members are issued samples of the rich fluid monthly,
and, if not satisfied, can return it within 10 days. This I have
got to see. ...
- Back to Foreign Policy: The Carter Administration is going
to give some real meaning to the Russian fear of "encir-

clement" fjj you don't know what the Russian fear of encir.ljment is, consult a nearby political science student or
professor). This is how it goes: when Cyrus Vance retires at
the end of this term, he will he replaced by Henry Kissinger.
Thus, the State Department will he headed by a German,
and the National Security Council will continue to he direc
ted by a Pole, our dear Zbigniew Brzezinski. Furthermore,
Chinese strongman Deng Xiaoping (pr. "Dung Slumping") is
being offered the seat of Director of Central Intelligence.
With the Germans, the Poles, and the Chinese affecting
policy in these vital positions, the Russians will indeed he en
circled, and detente wil certainly work to our favor. Or so
the story goes. .. .
So much to say, so little space. I'd love to go on, to bring you
vital inside information on our recent United Nations emharassment (we keep telling Jimmy that he just can't take his
vote and go home), or Campaign Trail '80 (has anybody seen
or heard anything about Jerry Brown lately?), or the coming
to power of a Black majority in Zimbabwe-Rhodesia (it's
about time!). But, Mouseketeers, it's time to say goodbye un
til next week.
Remember:
"God forbid we should ever he twenty years without a
rebellion. What country can preserve its liberties if its rulers
are not warned from time to time that this people preserve
the spirit of resistance."
-Thomas Jefferson, 1787
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By Jess Bragg and Tom Michel
Are Labor Unions beneficial to society as a whole?

Dr. Sid Turoff
Hool of Business and Public Administration

In a democratic society without
Un>ons, y
0u effectively give up a substantial portion of your democracy
during
your worklife.
•>Syuurwur\ujo,
In the
days before
me aays
oejui* unions on tne
,
j0jj you could
...be worked to
t/i death*
ea ,
-,0« could be abuse, you couldhired and fired on whim, this was au
d°ne. What you had was a system
Qt when people went to wor
gaue
» freedoms
- *hat
we
all
that we
- - up uu
Ss°ciate with our society-

It was almost like being a vassal
and unions have changed that. In my
mind, the biggest contributions
unions have made is not so much in
wages and hours but of giving to the
workforce some determination over
a very important part of their lives.

balance an organization in an in
dustry that is highly developed.
When two firms dominate an in
dustry, you've got some sophisticated
organizational development and it
would be absolute chaos if you did
not have unions to interpose with cer
tain types of constraints. There has
been a productivity increase, not
decrease, because unions were a
catalyst for modernizing technology.

In this sense, it has extended our
sense of democracy associated with
our economic and political system,
think it's imortant to have this countervailing power to the behavwr ,
Most of the social legislation that
Whtch Wight not he in the
we've had has come from pressure
ce's best interst.
form trade unions.
We don't know when we can
In general, I have to say that
change jobs or locations and we don't we're better off with unions than
have perfect competition in a lot of
without, but thai doesn't mean there
areas. So once you get away from aren't abuses in either direction.
that perfectly competing model you
have in a sense, the need for some
sort of organization to counter-

Dr .Roy Van Cleve
School of Business and Public Administration

Labor unions came into existence
because of management excusses af
ter the industrial revolution.
Management gives up its perogatives
if it becomes unionized. The union
assumes some of management's
perogatives, which management
should, in and of itself, excersise.

For this reason, the unions are
management takes care of the work
not beneficial to society as a whole,
force.
because management should manage.
In almost every public sector
They should do it in such a fashion
contract there is a no-strike clause,
that there would not be a
you can organize and negotiate
requirement for some organization
everythig up to using the strike to
outside of the unit work force to
bring a conclusion to the negotiating
speak for the worker.
process.
Management surrenders it's right
When the union goes on strike,
to serve as the guardian of its work
they violate the law, the law which
force because the union becomes the allowed them to organize in the first
guardian of the workforce. From my
place.
point of view, if we lived in a Utopian
The very first request made after
society, there'd be no need for unions, any public sector stike is i request for
because management and workers immunity for all the stikers. this is
would work together for the best in
particularly bad in the public sector,
terest of both parties and there would as exemplified when the memphis
not have to be a spokesman for the
police went on strike.
workforce.
They knew they broke the law,
We have this type of Utopian
yet event they requested immunity.
society in IBM, Hewlett-Packard and
What kind of system is that?
some of the high technology in
If management does its job
dustries which are not now or ever
properly, there'd be no requirement
will
be
unionized
because for a union.
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AS TIME GOES ON

. ..trying to get ahead, and getting no-where...

...eat, drink, and be
maybe our problems will go
away...

be that I

...swinging in gentle balance between peace
and annihilation; reflections of a lost past and
an incomplete future...
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where to from here?,
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...for art, literature,
can if be that the sun may
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...or is there perhaps a way
out, of the dilemma, a planet
running short on resources
and high on anger, faces?...
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'Being There' is a witty, sophisticated comedy
By Greg Morales
Pacifican Staff Writer

The statement, "life is a state of
inind" is uttered by a character in the
final scene of "Being There" and
suddenly a confusing movie makes
sense. This extremely witty movie is
currently playing at the Plaza
Cinema Theatres, located in the
Sherwood shopping center on Pacific
Ave.
Hal Ashby has creatively direc
ted a movie that treats the audience
with intelligence and humour. In
scene after scene, the audience is ex
posed to highly symbolic sounds,
photography and acting.
<
For example, the beginning1 of
the movie contains a scene where
Peter Sellers' character is at the death
bed of an old friend. The old man in
bed has the appearance of death due
to the make-up, costume and general
setting around him.
Adding to this already somber
mood, we can hear a car outside

trying to start its engine. After a
couple of attempts the car backfires
and "dies."
Sellers crosses away from the bed
and goes to the window to look at the
car. As he peers out the window,
lighting reflects onto his face and ap
pears to be caused by the sun setting
in the near distance.
He turns to look at his friend and
realizes he has passed away. The
scene was very symbolic and well
directed.
This attention to symbols recurs
throughout the movie. The pace at
which the plot moves and the charac
ters develop is excellent. Audience
members are given enough time to try
and "de-code" the symbolic clues
before Ashby effortlessly moves on to
the next scene. Under Ashby's direc
tion, everything seems just right. The
musical score by John Mandell is very
appropriate, and May Routh has
designed some very effective and
colorful costumes.
Being There contains some

Right: Richard Dysart, as a doc
tor, prepares to administer an in
jection to Peter Sellers after the
latter became involved in an
automobile accident.

Left: Peter Sellers and Shirley
MacLaine star in the Lorimarj
Presentation, "Being There."

very polished performances by Peter
Sellers, Shirley MacLaine and
Melvyn Douglas.
Molding his
character out of clay, Sellers is able
to project any attitude or emotion
that his surrounding characters need.
By doing this he gives a sense of
"being there," or at least having been

there to the other characters. Where
ever "there is..." is not important
because, as Ashby directs, Sellers'
character is a "state of being."
MacLaine is sophisticated in her
performance
and
photographs
beautifully. Douglas, in a supporting
role has the part that seems the easiest

to understand. But with insight and
justification his character by the end
of the film becomes complex and en
dearing.
A movie like "Being There
come along once in a great while. It
is the type of movie that an audience
can see over and over, finding new

meaning every time.
As with any movie, the audience
can make the film likeable or awful,
Jeep or shallow, etc... But for what
ever reason, you will find that Being
There will give you many options to
choose from.
For ticket prices and show times,
call 478-5965.

Choreographer Bejan & P.D.E. step out in 'America Works'
By Charles Fee
Pacifican Staff Writer

Those bouncing, flexing, stret
ching, and painfully pulling dancing
bodies are getting ready to entertain
you. Let them entertain you.
On April 19th the Pacific Dance
and Electric Company will perform
its "Spring Concert" in the Conser
vatory auditorium. The concert will
feature ten original pieces by student
faculty choreographers in a variety of
dance forms, including ballet, tap,
-

jazz, and modern.
One "deviant choreographer,"
Bob Bejan > will premiere his "full"
length" "dance theatre" piece called
America Works. The piece has been
described as an abstract quotation
from life in urban America.
"But really," Bejan said in a
recent interview, "it is a love story.
One aspect of the love story comes
from my attraction to the sound and
lights and muscles of urban America.
My work is informed by a kinesthetic
sense ol the city."
"The other aspect of the dance,"
continued Bejan, "is a romantic
narrative of young love."
America Works is set to the music
of Leonard Bernstein's "Fancy Free"
and is structured in seven movemen
ts:
Businessman's
Morning,
Housewives,
Secretaries,
Streetsweepers, Police, Construction and
Coffee Break.
Bejan, who claims to have been
struck with the idea while painting a
line on a scenery piece for the play
"Prisoner of Second Avenue," says he
was inspired by the Studs Terkel
book, "Working".

"I couldn't get Terkel's people
out of my mind when I finished his
book," said Bejan. "I became
fascinated with the idea of abstrac
ting a single movement which would
typify the kind of work each person
did. I began to observe the details of
movement in connection with the
kind of work people do.
I was

looking for the gestic qualities in
work."
In his research for the dance,
Bejan began listening to music that
would be appropriate.
"When I came upon "Fancy
Free" I was immediately taken by'the
feeling of big city life which the
music presented to me. Bernstein had

written the music for Jerome Robbins' first full-length ballet which was
about three sailors on leave in New
York City."
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garble

justice. All the choreographers for
the Spring Concert deserve an article

Bejan says he is alternately
scared to death and excited to life
about the prospects of actually per
forming the piece. "I'm excited for
the dancers," said Bejan. "I think the
University is ready for a piece this
size- and I hope I am."
Bejan
has secured $ 100 for
America Works from the Deans office
and will teach movement for Opera
Theatre at the Conservatory. This
money and the donated efforts of a
production staff including Greg
Morales as scenic designer, Val Lipska as costumer, Susan Gage on
publicity and Kris Klucznik as
production coordinator will make
this production possible.

devoted to their work, but...The other
pieces and their choreographers are:
"Visions Fugitive ala Ronde," K.
Bradley; "Every Burden Needs a
Body," L. Gehrke; "Life on Mars,"
B. Ubaldi; "Two Pieces," K. Peets;
"Tap Piece," L. Thomas; "Pointe
Piece," C. Adams; "Modern Dance,"
M. Stuber; "Rumor Has It," E.
Henry; "Cage Piece," Klucznik, K.
Malekos.
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America Works will be presented
to an invited audience on April 12th
in the Conservatory in a preview
rehearsal performance.
The rub of reporting is that there
is never enough space to do everyone

-Album Reviews'

Journey sells out; Chuck is still 'Fun'
near Fresno. The new singer had a
beautiful voice that had been
ciassieallv trained. His name was
Steve Perry.
Journey went top-40". Aynsley
split the scene and joined Jefferson
Starship. Journey's music was no
longer progressive enough for Ayn
sley.

Departure
Journey
By Kevin Bartram
A true-to-life rock fairy tale...
Once upon a time, there was a
locally successful San Francisco rock
band called Journey. Journey was
comprised of four immensely talented
musicians.
They were: Neal Schon, a great
young guitarist who got his musical
start with Santana at age 16; Gregg
Rolie, a raspy voiced rock singer and
keyboardist; Ross Valory, the group's
able bassist, and ex-Zappa drummer
Aynsley Dunbar, one of the best
around.
Journey was a hard rock band.
They released three albums entitled
Journey, Look Into the Future and
Next. None of these albums sold very
well out of the Bay Area.
The group was not selling re
cords.
The group members were not
wealthy.
The group members bickered
among themselves.
Sooo... Journey sold-out and
hired a new singer from somewhere

Steve Smith became the new
drummer. The next Journey album,
Infinity, sold many copies. Steve
Perry sang a lot on ot, so the album's
success was greatly attributed to
Perry.
The group members became
wealthy.
The group members stopped
bickering.
And they said that it had been
Aynsley who was creating the dissen
sion. After all, he was no longer
around to defend himself.
Journey they made another
record titled Evolution. It sold many
more copies.
Ecstacy.
Since Steve Perry was given
much of the credit of the band's suc
cess, he became the main focus of
Journey. Schon's excellent, searing
guitar was quieted. Rolie's vocals
became all but non-existent. Aynsley
is now with the Starship.
Now Journey has made another
album. This new one is called Depar
ture.
Is it really Journey?
Nah.
Is is really rock?
Nah.
But thanks to Steve Perry, the
men of Journey will live happily (or
ai least wealthily) ever after.
The End (of Journey?)
Yes, Journey fans (I am referring
to followers of the real Journey), it
appears that our only hope is for

Perry to go solo. Or maybe, since
they sold-out and are finally leaping
in dough, the group will sell-in and go
back to playing rock for the art's
sake.
But don't hold your breath.
Journey has become the model of the
rock and roll sell-out.
It is no wonder that their latest
and most mellow album is entitled
"Departure". Journey is departing
from rock and seems destined for the
easy listening set.
In fact, I propose we stop calling
them Journey. The public should ask
them to change their name to "The
Steve Perry Revue".
To be fair, Perry's voice is one of
the best, technically, in the business;
but it's not the voice of Journey.
Gregg Rolie's voice is Journey's
voice and anyone who listens to any
of their first three (pre-Perry) albums
would have to agree (In fact, if you're
curious about their old sound, pick
up a copy of
In the Beginning, a
double-record set of their best from
their first three albums).
However, in order to survive,
Journey tried something new. They
mellowed their sound some and con
tracted Perry. Infinity was not at all
a bad album - Perry and Rolie were
mixed nicely on vocals and Schon's
presence was still felt. However,
Dunbar was a motivation force in
keeping Journey a hard rock band
and when he departed (after recor
ding Infinity) the gates were open for
Journey to go totally commercial.
As previously mentioned, Schon
and company evidently attributed the
high success rate of Infinity to Perry's
vocals and allowed him to do a great
deal more singing on Evolution.
Now comes Departure, otherwise
known as "The Steve Perry Show."
Oh Gawd. Perry sings every tune on

the new album and totally dominates
the Journey sound. Seldom is there
any uninterrupted Schon solo and
Rolie's voice is heard even less.
"Any Way You Want It" is the
album's first single, and for obvious
reasons. It strikes the listener during
the first play as a typical top-40 song.
Not a bad melody but thoughtless,
shallow lyrics.
This first song sounds like it
could have come from Journey's last
two albums, which amounts to a
tribute to Roy Thomas Baker who
produced the LPs. However, two dif
ferent engineers worked on Depar
ture, which is partially the reason for
the lighter, airy sound.
"Walks Like a Lady" gives the
listener enough Perry to go on for a
week. Ditto side two and most of its
seven selections.
However, there are two bright
spots on side one. "Someday Soon"
begins much like real Journey with
good guitar work and a line of
singing from Rolie.
Then Perry
jumps in and shares the duty with
Rolie.
—
Still, the song is good with Rolie
singing a good part of the lead and
Schon does eet in some jamming
toward the end. A quick but very
good high.
"Precious Time" is the album's
other highlight, or at least the end of
the song is. Some good old Journey
jamming and Rolie harmonica end
the side and leaves one with hopes
that side two will bring more of the
same.
Sorry folks. Regretfully, that
hope never evolves into truth. Oh,
there are moments, but these are few
and quickly fleeting. The omnipre
sent Steve Perry has established him
self solidly as the leader of the band.
The inner sleeve of the album has
a quote that reads, "Join us for our

departure into the 80's."
Hell no! Eighties or not, I'm not
"Departing" from rock. But, for ob
vious reasons, it appears that Journey
is doing just that.
Many thanks to the Record Factory.
March Lane for furnishing this al
bum for reviewing purposes.

Fun and Games
Chuck Mangione
By Julie Lehman
...for you Special Olympians the con
test can last a lifetime. The challenge
begins again every single day. by
your courageous efforts...you are
giving others a most precious
prize... faith
in
the
unlimited
possibilities of the human spirit.
Eunice Kennedy Shriver
Fifth Special Olymlics
,
Rockport, New York
August 1979
Chuck Mangione's latest album,
Fun and Games, has scored for two
Olympic movements to date. ABC
Television Network chose "Give It
All You Got" (opening number on the
album) as the XIII Olympic Winter

Games theme son;. With all the ex
posure the cut reOived on television
during the Gam6, Mangione has
been pushed onto lthe "Top 40"
chart, and is still rmying upward.
Being a jazz jurist at heart,
Mangione once foujht a long battle
with promoters o^r cutting his
music up into bite-ized pieces for
AM radio. When he inally relented,
Feels So Good (197) became a hit,
and boosted his aleady climbing
record sales.
It soon became ashionable to
collect his earlier reordeings^, the
favorites being "Lard of Make
Believe", and "Chase the Clouds
Away."
Appealing mainly to college
students and older, Man ione's style
has been described as 'fluid and
melodic. Fun and Game, follows
this formula, with an adad extra.
Pina Colada" features Mangione
and his Quartet in a sci singing
sequence.
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k^hris Vadala, playing e-ery tyP6
of flute ever invented, is hifhlighted
in Give It All you Got, But '.lowly,"
a recap of the opeing. The dlange of
pace in this second rendtion 's
refreshing, and shows off \adala's
virtuosity.
Grant Geissman, on electric and
classical guitars (and everytling >n
e, Ween) has the ability to mike his
solps interesting, and new. .Having
a" experimental approach to his in
struments, he is exptcially good *
concerts.
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»40'«r. inn Authentic Chinese food finally comes to Stockton
master chef and learned all the steps
of old style Chinese food preparation,
from cooking dinners to washing
dishes. The most fascinating of his
skills is "noodle pulling".
Noodle pulling is an art that is
seldom seen in today's frozen food
world. Mr. Ju is the only practicioner
of this talent in the Stockton area.
Every Wednesday night at 7:00
p.m., Mr. Ju takes the floor at the Yen
Ching and pulls noodles. He takes a
two-inch thick, foot-long piece of
dough arid whips it around, stret
ches it, winds it up, and repeats the
process.

By Patrick McDowell
Entertainment Editor

Stockton Royal Theatres
1825 Pacific Ave.
466-4941
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Mel Torme to perform
ASU0P Social will present Jazz Artist Mel Torme and the UOP Jazz
Pnd on Friday, April 25, I980 at 8:pm in the UOP Conservatory.
*6.50 will be the charge for General Admission and T O or
iJ&UOP Cardholders. Tickets will be sold at the UOP ^'^tronics
W, Delta Box Office and Miracle Music. Very hmrted sales are
The deadline for students to buy tickets .s Monday, Apnl 14,

A lot of UOP must like TV din
ners. At least, this is the conclusion
I've drawn after sampling some of the
so-called "great" Chinese food that's
been recommmended to me.
Great what? Garbage?
I hat to dispell a local myth, but
UOP's favorite "Chinese" restaurant
has cooking that is as far removed
from real Chinese cuisine as a Big
Mac is frm an escargot.
Greasy
garlic chicken and bland chow mein
do not an Emperor's delight make.
Mandarin duck, mushu pork, fried
squid- these are the delicacies that
make Chinese food one of the world's
wonders.

Somehow, this routine magically
transfroms a thick cable of dough in
to a spaghetti-thin rope of noodles, all
one foot long. Mr. Ju can make them
in round or flat shapes, like spaghetti
or linguini. In fact, these are the
same kind of noodles Marco Polo
brought to Italy from China, in
troducing "spaghetti".
Though Polo's benefit to Italian
cuisine is usually served with tomato
paste, Chinese spaghetti is topped
with plum sauce. It is an excellent
combination of textures and flavors,
providing the unusual sweetness that
is unique to Chinese food.
Another Italian style specialty
the Yen Ching serves is the "potsticker", a Chinese ravioli. It con
tains pork, beef, and vegetables, deepfried in an egg-batter casing.
The Yen Ching also borrows
from Mexican food, serving an ex-

Which is why I'm overjoyed to
find the Yen Ching.
Owned by the Ju family, the Yen
Ching serves an authentic Mandarin
food that rivals the best of San Fran
cisco's Chinatown. "Mandarin food
is spicier than Cantonese," explains
Sandy Ju, referring to the regional
differences of Chinese food. "Man
darin is from the cold north and
people there need to eat food that will
warm them up."
The high quality of Yen Ching's
food is attributable to the homemade
preparation and traditional cooking
methods used by Mr. Ju. A native of
Peking and Korea, Mr) Ju served an
apprenticeship under a Chinese

College Ring...
These

Deluxe Features at No

teaching drama and English at Manteca High School in Manteca. While
attending (J.O.P, she studied under
De Marcus Brown on a drama
scholarship.
At her graduation, she was selec
ted as the outstanding drama student.
The twenty or so years between her
graduation and this year's perfor
mance has been filled with many
college, community and civic theatre
productions. Ms. Mulvihill has direc
ted, costumed and choregraphed over
75 productions.
Currently attending the Univer
sity of the Pacific on a drama
scholarship, director Morales has
been involved with various perfor
ming groups in several levels of
production. Most recently he direc
ted U.O.P.'s children's theatre
production "A Christma Carol."

"The Belle of Amherst," an ex
citing one-woman show that is
currently on tour, will be presented at
the University of the Pacific at the De
Marcus Brown Rotunda Theatre,
Thursday and Friday, March 27 and
28 at 8 p.m.
Drawing heavily on poems, let
ters, and firsthand accounts of the
poet from close relatives and friends,
author William Luce has written a
dramatic biography of Emily Dickin
son. We hear Emily herself speak
about her childhood, her recipes, her
thoughts, her habits, her writing, her
relationships and her longing to have
her poems published.
Through her we meet the people
and share the major events of her life.
The result is a miracle of evocation
and insight.
For those who have long loved
and lived with Emily Dickinson's
poems, "The Belle of Amherst" in
vites a renewed acquaintance with
them. In its dramatization of "life's
little duties" at the Homestead, it also
invites acquaintance with the person
who wrote the poems.
For those unfamilar with one of
Americas greatest writers, the play
provideds a disarming introduction
to Emily Dickinson. One will know
her very well after the last curtain
call.
Directed by Greg Morales,
Dorothy Mulvihili portrays EmilyMs. Mulvihill is a graduate of the
College of the Pacific and is currently

Birthstone Colors a
• F u l l Name Engraved o
Facsimile S i g n a t u r e
• stone Encrusting

noodles the
old-fashioned
way at the
New Yen Ching

cellent mushu pork.
This littleknown dish is .i Mandarin delicacy,
consisting </ thin homemade tor
tillas f !l!c'' '\ ill) plum sauce, onions,
eggs and j• rk.
Kric>' squid is another Yen Ching
specialty . The texture of the squid is
somewhat like clam, but the taste and
smell aren't
fishy, which can be
problems in some squid dishes. The
tried egg hatter, found in many Yen
Ching foods, greatly adds to its ap
peal.
The Chinese are world-reknown
for their expertise in preparing
vegetables, and the Yen Ching is no
exception to the rule. An asparagus
dish served with oyster sauce was an
exotic treat, and proved to be an in
tegral part of the meal. Ginger gave
the dish a mild yet spicy flavor.
The meal was well complemen
ted with a variety of beverages, from
oolong tea to Tsingtao beer. Tsingtao
is a well flavored, hoppy brew from
the People's Republic of China. Yen

Ching is one of the few restaurants in
the Stockton area that carries it.
The service at the Yen Ching is
excellent. A family-run operation, the
Yen Ching provides an instant aura
of intimacy between its owners and
patrons. Mr. Ju pulls the noodles, his
son cooks the dinners, his wife makes
the tortillas, and his daughters wait
the tables. In all, they bring a feeling
of family warmth, as though one
were dining in their home.
The Yen Ching is open for lunch
at 11:30 a.m. every day for lunch and
serves dinners until 10:00 p.m.
every night, except Mondays, when
the restaurant is closed. Reservations
are recommended on weekends.
The Yen Ching is located in the
Lincoln Shopping Center near Payless Drug at 6511 Pacific Avenue.
The drive is a little farther from UOP
than
some
other
"Chinese"
restaurants, but is well worth it. That
is, it you don't like TV dinners.

"The Belle of Amherst" opened revealing, quick witted and good
at Manteca Community Theatre last" humored asides."
year to critial praise.' Vinee Perrin of
U.O.P is the linal stop for this
the
Stockton
Record
wrote
touring show.
Performances have
. Dorothv Mulvihill is simple won been
scheduled
for
Fremont,
derful as Emily Dickinson. 'Wonder Oakland, Lodi and Stockton. Ticket
ful'in fact, may not do lu|l justice to prices are $3.00 for adults and $2.00
her work undci die direction of Creg for students.
Benefits from this
Morales."
production will go to the scholarship
"It is in the conflict between the fund.
outward demnor of Emily's life and
The De Marcus Brown Rotunda
the inward complexity that Luce fin- Theatre is located near the School of
finds the drama of her life," Perrin
Pharmacy on Brookside Road. For
continued. Mulvihill finds it too, in
information please call 946-2289.
her sensitive soliloquis and her self-

lower*

Owners BOB & JO SHE0D

ShecH

.5lowers jor every. occasion

-CALL-

• WEDDINGS
• CORSAGES
•FUNERAL DESIGNS
• PLANTS
• GIFTS

466-9506

-os-

464-4838

DAILY 8:00 TO 5:30 - SUN 9:00 TO 2:00
CORNER

OF HARDING WAY & CEMETERY LN.

565 EAST HARDING WAY

<r

STOCKTON

The UCPC Week
Mini course:
Hawaiian Dancing

UC Theatre

5 p.m.

Cultural Awareness presents:
"Bwana Toshi"

UC Theatre

7:30 p.m.

Tuesday 25

Cinema presents:
"Kiss Me Deadly"

UC Theatre

9 p.m.

Thursday 27

Cinema Presents:
"David and Lisa" and
"The Road to Ruin"

UC Theatre

9 p.m.

• Yellow 10K Gold or White g u n b u r s t S t Q n e s

• S y n t h e t i c Birthstones

Mr. Ju makes

Student directs acclaimed, one-woman
performance of Emily Dickinson biography

Monday 24

YourJostens

Photo by Patrick McDowell

^

• All

Applications are now being accepted for UCPC chairs:
Help out PWE's cause, along with your environment by

Pacific Wilderness, Photography,

recycling paper, bottles and aluminum cans.

* ,A;KaGold.Anrgen,us

& Lustrium

.

another
*
3

femer

Place your recyclables in the wooden
boxes around campus.

...a timeless symbol of your achievements.
March 26

Arts, Cinema, Cultural Awareness, Mini Courses,

Time: —

UOP Pharmacy School
Of rings at your bookstore.
Sew-"**"

programs
council event

Publicity, Rathskeller, Recreation, Special Projects and Video.
Come into the Center Directors office for more information.

All this week the UC Gallery
will

display
the Photo IV Exhibit.

J
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in contingency
champs; 2nd half begins
stolen bases

second half, to give us a better chan

Following last weekend's league

ce.

losses to University of Nevada at

Along with UOP, Fresno will
also be favored again for the lead in

Reno, in Reno's frost bitten weather,
Tiger baseball must sweep Fresno to

It

win the first half of league play.

fi

makeup of

SI

the Fresno-UOP series

which was previously rained out, is

SI

scheduled for April 15.
Before the first half champs are

c
C

decided, second half league play will

S

begin this weekend as UOP takes on
Santa Clara. Today the Tigers travel

A

Si

Oregon State 4-3 in a non-league

RBI's; and Junior Outfielder Steve

and 4 RBI's; and Senior Catche

game. Dave Hoffmeister pitched the

Jones who was 2 for 4.

entire

Greg Unger pitched the entire game

and

took

the

loss,

allowing only 7 hits and walking 2.

Stockton for a doubleheader at 12

Saturday, the Tigers fell to UNR 10-

noon at Billy Herbert Field.

Oregon 8-4.

very motivated since the first half has

Jeff Nelson also pitcheed 3 innings a

been a diminished battle for
championship," says Stubbs.

ti
SI

Scott Wenbom practices his swing.

Photo by Susan Pillow

the

pitching has been maintaining con

1 RBI and 1 homerun (that broke the

sistency and our hitting has been

tie in the 7th); Rob Brzezinski, 2 for

strong," adds Stubbs.

4. 1 RBI; Mike lackson. 2 for 4; and

"We need to

who

had

two

(

runs in the 7th inning b J^ 0f a

atiol)S

the lead and the win 12
Leading hitter

in that ,

key F ,
advent
aeb n
who was 2 for 4 with 2 RBI'S' f With the at the

Am

was Senior Outfielder Roy q

|980

the sport
inter*
starting pitcher and was reliev^XrnP'f s"skyroeket,'li
"

double. Senior Dan Swanson

V

Junior Jeff Nelson who took the,[o>?

sing, es.

Junior Dave Hoffmeister

pitched

2 innings and took the loss, and
Junior Bret Watson pitched 6 innings.

piece, both allowing 2 runs. Leading
hitters were Roy Gaebel, 2 for 4 with

upgrade our defense though.

Brzezinski

struck out 6 of 9. Dan Swanson and

"Our

scored 3

was Sophomore Second Baseman Ro

innings in relief and took the win.

Pacify

111

ruf^'th of a
ding 1 run going ahead 11.9 '
fl*
thestr
„f a
D«
ti"n , ,naarice
was not enough though,
•6". as Lijvf" ' jjnati""
1,statu' '

7. The leading hitter for that game

Bret Watson pitched 3

Watson allowed no hits or runs and

5th to make it 10-9.

Sophomore

was 2 for 5 with 1 RBI.
Wednesday the Tigers defeated

timistic about second half play.
"1 think that the players will be

b

made their last attack in the 6th

Walter Poole who was 2 for 5 with 0

P

b

were Junior Shortstop Steve Voight

consistency," says Stubbs.
Monday Pacific lost to Pac-10

Head Coach Tom Stubbs is op

P

2 in the 4th and added 2 more,

to make it 10-5 and then Ren0a(|

who was 3 for 5 with 2 homeruns

P

tl

victory, edging past them 10-8
In that game the leading hitters

allowing 12 hits and 8 runs.
In the first of two games on

and tomorrow Santa Clara comes to

V

inning. UOP added 2 run, i^J

The leading hitter was Pat Tobin who

to Santa Clara for a 2:30 p.m. game

t<

ditions, Pacific managed to open las
with a
weekend's series with UNR

of their strong pitching and strong

game

Ren0 „•

the gap to 8-5, with 4 runs in^

the second half of league play.
"Fresno will be favored because

A

UOP was leading 8-1.

Despite the adverse weather con

In the last game of the series,
UOP lost a close battle 12-11. Pacific
started off hitting with five runs in
the first inning, and after 2 innings

fastest team M

in the 4th.
' for the 1
Rob Brzezinski was 4 forv (iginsstt
the Canadian*

stolen bases, now bringing hfatqyj ^^"pritish Cai ns"^ l
20 out of 21 on the season.
their 1
'A nlayi"* " .,al),an
V'
Steve Voight was named
Caiw
long
,f hurle
of the week for his efforts last wb
rule:
kes
Voight was 8 for 22, 3 homeri^ 1 #f°rlTUa( .'he fro/en Ink'"
ce
RBI's and a .364 batting average
<urfa °
,lirv ice hot
*** "nSd
,ght to tht> Olympic
Winter

\

There

are too many errors (53 in 24 games).
We must improve our defense for the

20.

I Divoters hopeful as they meet
San Jose,Fresno State today

Where
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spo

in the world can
(beSides PhiI*1**11
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bounds and taking a 12 on the par-5

By Tammy Brecht
Pacifican Staff Writer

ch from UOP and San Jose State on

eighth hole.

the par-70 course.
Not one player from either of the

finished off the day with a lofty 71-

The seasoned veteran

three teams made par—closest was

81-152.
Overall, UOP's top six players

Fresno's Tim Norris with his steady

took a total of 35 penalty strokes

big winner today," says UOP Golf

71-71 — 142. Next in line was UOP

against Elkhorn's tough pin settings,

coach Glen Albaugh.
Albaugh was speaking for the

golfer Scott Wenborn, Norris' closest

slick greens and high rough.

contender, with 74-73—147. Only 7

finished the day tied with San Jose

three teams which were humbled at

over par.

State at 745 strokes.

"You might say Elkhorn was the

Elkhorn Country Club last Friday as

Bryan Pini (UOP) typified the

Fresno State won the three-way mat

struggle by hitting four balls out of

f karen'/ comment/

Looking

for

bluer

Berkeley,
By Steve Riach

UOP

skies

Pacifican Staff Writer

Passing and ball control

and

to areas of the game in w

smoother greens, the UOP divoters
will once again face San Jose and

OP lacrosse team was v.i

Fresno all day today in a 36-hole

laved in an 18-5 loss to to.

match.

erkeley, last Saturday.

Viewpoint

Playing on artificial tui

Though Pacific tagged this player out, it was not enough to keep Oregon down. UOP lost 4-3.

JV baseball still in slump; recovery possible
By Steve Riach

By Karen Komsak
Pacifican Sports Editor

Springing into hot activity
As we officially launch into Spring, there should follow many

average. "We have to play harder."
The Tigers did not play hard

Pacifican Staff Writer

enough last week, as they posted a 0-3

Wayland's sixth inning single drove

frustrating

in Shortstop Craig Glick, to put UOP

coaches,

for

because

the

players j 1 control than thc\ had > \|

dividual is improving, the team^t

on top 5-4.

"Nice guys finish last."
—Leo Durocher

mark, to drop their season record to

Then things fell apart.

unit is not.

a lowly 2-12.

In the seventh and last inning,

this to the lack of intensity. '

On Tuesday, UOP traveled to

Santa Clara capitalized on three hits,

As Coach Stan Rogers states,

Intensity is defined by Webster's

Merced to take on the top Junior

two walks and four UOP errors, to

we don't play well in one areaofl

Most of them atti

dictionary as: "straining to the ut

College team in California.

The

score five runs and win the game 9-5.

game, we let down mentally in

most," and so far this season, the

Tigers were clearly outclassed by a

As one Tiger player commented, "It

other areas.

UOP jv baseball team has yet to

fine baseball team, losing to Merced

looked like a

fulfill this definition.

(pitching, hitting and fielding) raj

7-1.

there."

come together, we can't win."
the intensity they have been lacbi

The team has

not been intense, they have just been

Saturday,

the

Tigers

had

a

goddam circus out

And if all three ate

"nice guys," who have failed to taste

change in scenery, playing here in

physical activity.
Now that your reminiscent of weekends in the sun and on the

the real hunger for victory.

Stockton, but the result was much the

bottom of the seventh inning, hoping

and get on the winning track,hP

sand, I'll make a few suggestions of what can be done in Stockton,

same,

for a late rally; but only came up

says First Baseman Dave Derby, the

Saturday, when the Tigers fare

(yes, Stockton), and in arbv surrounding areas.
First of all. lor those of you without a car, you might like to ,

team's leading hitter with a .351

The perfect weather lor

sta\ on campus. The pool has hours on the weekend during which
il is open. Tin

pool

also includes a grass area ideal for sunbathing

"We just are not tough enough,"

By Ann Pfanner

courts, just across the bridge). For those of you who seek activity in
groups, there is the practice field just east of the stadium, the in
frisbce, plav soccer, football, Softball, and following a spring
shower, mudball is always a challenging game (but is not recom
mended for those who don't like getting dirty).
Also within the campus and near vacinity, one can go jogging;
a great individual or group activity. Also, if you have a bicycle or
know someone that you can borrow one from, there are many
homes in the campus community that are quite beautiful and very
nice for sightseeing.
If vou feel like leaving campus, there are an assortment of ac
tivities. There's roller skating at the Hammer Lane Roller Skating
Rink (on Hammer Lane); ice skating at the Oak Park Ice Skating
Rink; and slipping and sliding at the Manteca Water Slides.
If you enjoy the outdoors, you can find action 011 both the land
and the sea.
Sailing is feasible along the Delta; boating is possible on the
Deltas and if the tide is high, you can ride the Calaveras River
(which cuts through UOP) either by boat or raft. Surfing can be
found in 11a 11 Moon Bay, (about an hour and a half away but lake
yo'irwolsuits, it's cold!

as

UOP

dropped

a

doubleheader to Santa Clara.

with one run, and lost 5-3.

In the first game, Catcher Bob

Even though the team is made up
of the entire UOP squad, they are not

Who are the Cascade Steelers

affiliated with the school athletic

losing

has

very

What's new in the I.M. world?
I.M. Softball begins Monday, March

department

football team if that was your guess.

recieve

The Cascade Steelers are in fact UOP

Cascade Steel Co., which enables

women's volleyball team in disguise.

them to travel to all of their tour

schedules will be posted today on the

That's right. They are the team that

naments without having to fund raise

I.M. board.

Check the times and

finished 4th in the nation during the

their money. Thus came the name
Cascade Steelers.

we'll see you on the Brookside fields!

college season.

The same group of

full sponsorship

They

from

the

24th. Team rosters were due yester
day

Thurs.,

March

20th,

and

Short legs, long legs, and inbetween legs...Are yours ready for the

women are now playing as a club

On April 18, the Steelers will

team under the name of the Cascade

play the LA Mavericks at the Delta

Rabbit

Steelers.

College gymnasium.

Game time is

Wednesday, March 26th at 4 p.m.

In the spring they play in a dif

set for 7:30 p.m. with a preliminary

marks the start of the short run. Four

ferent circuit called USVBA, which

game at 6:30. The preliminary game

miles for men and two miles for

stands for United States Volleyball

will be the Cascade Steeler Jr. team

women.

Association. They started playing in

(consisting of the top high school girls

based on your actual finishing place

January and will finish playing in

in the area), vs. the Sacramento
volleyball club team.

and/or your predicted time. Come to

May

when

Nationals.

they

will

go

to

the

Last year they finished

7th in the country at the Nationals in
Dayton, Ohio. This year the USVBA

found in the foothills (Placerville, Auburn) approximates 60 min
utes away. Rock climbers can go to Indian Rock in th East Lay

Nationals are being held in Portland,
Oregon on May 13 through 17.

Run

I.M.

has

scheduled?

Your place in the race is

now. Students may purchase tickets

every two to three weekends, usually

ter. 1lave a great spring and take advantage of the outdoors while

first place in the Region in which

you can, winter is only 278 days away....

Special Olympics slated for April

from any volleyball player or from
the ticket booth in the gym.

Prices

Two males and two

females required.

l„7Sh Ther

Get ihose special

Two P™"1*

and challengers can p|ay

are $2 for adults and $1.50 for
students/chi1dren.

at

Small fee required.

,hls ^
RegistraMarch

Fifteen couples showed up at

The Stockton Special Olympics

scheduled for Monday, March 24, at

For

will be held Friday, April 11, at St.

12 noon. He will explain the Special

»hei'7„dB°r,Nc™™-

that reason I will reprint the paragraph below with corrections
made. Please excuse my mistake and thank you for your time and

Mary's High School.
In previous
years, students from Phy. Educ. and

Olympics program in detail and
assign specific responsibilities for the

DiCk
Woodell took f,rs, plaof
sweeping the

understanding.

Recreation for the Handicapped and

students.

Second, is the track club. The track club has been in existence

Movement Experiences have fulfilled

"This is an excellent opportunity

4 years and has an annual turnout of 11 participants. They com

the need for volunteer workers for

to improve our relationship with the

pete against other clubs and intercollegiate teams They train year

this event.

round. The majority of their money is received from the University

neither of these courses are in session

•community and attain visibility of
our students and program. Also, we

through the intramural department with the students contributing

and the Parks and Recreation Dept. is

are providing help for a great cause,"

somewhat on their own. They are under their own instruction. The

in dire need of volunteers to aid in the

says Cindy Spiro, coordinator for

club's president is Fred Abrolat.

administration of this event.

Also,...UOP has only 14 intercollegiate teams.

However, this ^Spring

If any students are interested in

women's athletics.
Contact Cindy ^Spiro or Mary

helping out, a meeting with Bob

Eberhardt for more details, centrex

Langone, coordinator of the event, is

2472.
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March

Paul and Coreen Freit^

zzszr*

Teams making#

the playoffs included:
B-LEAGUE—
SAE Kelps
Peanut Butter and Jelly
Machine ry
Cash Kings

basketball

Faculty
D.I.L.I.G.A.F.

RE

NAPOLEANPhi Delta Chi

'"dividual
M»>*| /'

Euphoric State

week in April.

Kirkwood and Bear Valley are less than two hours away
If you've learned anything from this referral, then all the bet

a paragraph that was inaccurate in grammatics and facts.

I.M. Basketball season end®
of last night.

not be missed.

The Steelers play in tournaments

Pie-in-the-face...In last week's additionI made the error of prin'ing

apology for the inconvenience.

The Mavericks, from southern
California, finished in first place last
year. It will be a match that should

And if you still want to catch some skiing,

in the bay area. They are currently in

noon doubleheader at San Jose,

. Na Kolohe
the LM. office to sign-up. A small fee
, Ajinomoto
ot 50c per person is required
CT Express
Four player Co-Rec Volleyball
Crown Royal
ournament is scheduled for the first

Tickets are on sale

\

tough San Jose St. jv team in a

been

anyway? No, they're not just another

in the spring.

UOP's next chance to play

miramurals

they are playing in.

Pacifican Staff Writer

For those of \ ou who prefer the wilderness there's hiking to be

(about 80 minutes).

The

Cascade Steelers vie for title

and/or studs ing il you're more of a land lover, there are the tennis

tramural field, and various other places where you can toss a

'igers, as they found the haI

nuch faster and being mucl

while eacli in natural grass.

In the second game, the .Tigers
loaded the bases with no outs in the

weekends of warm, crisp weather.

irst time causerd problem!
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Beta Blockers II
A-LEAGUEThat Smell took the champ'0"*
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Placed first
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Ice hockey provides fans with
excitement, entertainment

By Tammy Brecht
I run "* a,t»dc
Pacifican Staff Writer
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Tn the beginning, we played in a
kague with teams from Sacramento,
Marysville, and Berkeley," says the
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Colts n'
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Colts Dan Leary. "Rut it got to the

point after playing the same teams 2

o
imes, where the games turned
into grudge matches. You'd pick out
you guy get him, and try to put him
out for the night." Leary has been
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playing hockey since the tendet age of

hockey has skyrocketed. Hockey is
A,,, world's fastest team sport, and its

U

8, and has been skating for the Colts
since they were first formed.

41

origins stem for the European game
0DY t° ^e Canadian game of
"Kht was '
HURLEY. British Garrisons, prevenfor his »fr me<l
tedjfrom plavinu their beloved hurley
8 l„r 22 J''""
to long Canadian winters,

Ilowever, the Colts have come a
long way from "Blood-and-guts"
oc ey, the team has gone through
rigorous reorganization. The sport is
now being geared towards more of a
college level: teams from such places

I(

due

the rules of hurley to the
jCysurface of the frozen lakes. At the
,lirn of the century, ice hockey was
transformed

frj u YU' Colorado- Reno, Boise
(Idaho), and Canada are tentatively
scheduled to play the Colts next
season.
Scouts from the North
Dakota, Boston, and Boise
ice
hockey college teams have been asked
to come and look over the players.

to the United States and has
been a Winter Olympic sport since

brought

1920.

Where in the world can a UOP
student go (besides Philadelphia) to
watch

a game? Look no further,
since the late
1950's,

'If the guy has good grades and
skates well, he has a real shot for an
ice hockey scholarship," says Leary.

because

Stockton has

had an organiazed
Senior hockey team skating their way

Playinng for the Colts entails

Wednesday night practices, weekend
games and the cost of equipment,
which is slowly being deferred by the
Colts Organization.
"Any hockey players at UOP
are more than welcome to try out for
the team," says Leary. "Try-outs
won't be until the end of September,
but any interested people should
come join us at the Ice Arena on MarMarch 26th at 10 p.m. for practice."
Some UOP people have already
joined their ranks: Defenseman Cam
Miller, originaly from the Bay Area,
has been skating with the Colts all
this season, and Boston-born JD from
John B." skated with the Junior Colts
this season and will probably move
up to the Seniors next season.
"We need the support of the
college community," says Leary.
"Our organization will knock $ 1 off
the $3 admission price for any llOP
student witha student body card."
With today's proces, Leary feels that
this the ideal place to take a date for
two and a half hours of pure exat 5:30 p.m. For a colorful, fast, ex
citing Sunday, come out to the Oak
Park Ice Arena and watch the sport
that has aroused new American
pride.

Berkeley, astro turf defeat lacrosse
Thus, while Berkeley would
bring the ball down and pass it
around until they had set up for a
good shot; UOP would go down and
look for the first possible open shot,
this resulted in the Tigers losing the
ball back to Berkeley many times.
Because of this, UOP found the
ball in their own end of the field a
good portion of the game, causing the
Tigers to be constantly playing
defense. And the defense did not play
as well as usual, letting down, and
not clearing the ball, in turn giving
Berkeley many scoring opportunities.

By Steve Riach
Pacifican Staff W riter

Passing and ball control were the
two areas of the game in which the
UOP lacrosse team was vastly out
played in an 18-5 loss to tough U.C.
Berkeley, last Saturday.
Playing on artificial turf for the

(

first time causerd problems for the
Tigers, as they found the ball moving
much faster and being much tougher
player lo control than they had experienced

possibl

(rating for the
•lies, because while eai
dual is improving, the te
is not. Most of them
to the lack of intensity.
As Coach Stan Rogers
lon't play well in one an
e, we let down ment
r areas. And if all thri
hing, hitting and fielding
p together, we can't win
UOP's next chance to play
iitensity they have beql
get on the winning track*
rday, when the Tigers
h San Jose St. jv team
doubleheader at San Jose
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natural grass.

The improving offense was led by
Senior
Center Midfielder Dave
Brewer, who won an amazing 15 of
18 face-offs, to give UOP ball control;
and Brewer also scored a goal. Junior
Midfielder Tom Webb also played
well, contributing a goal.
The Tigers, now 1-4, will be
trying to improve their passing and
ball control skills this week as they
come home to face the very strong
Golden
Gate
Lacrosse
Club,
tomorrow, here at 11:00 on the in
tramural field.

Junior Theresa Flores holds opposition to few hits.

Pitching strong softball asset
By Joe Carrozzi
Pacifican Staff Writer

The lady Tiger's dropped a bit
terly fought 1-0 decision last Wed
nesday to Chico State.
Tiger hurler Theresa Flores and
Kathy Aronson of Chico, who is con
sidered the top women's pitcher in
the country, dueled to a 0-0 tie
through seven innings.
In the eighth, Flores issued her
only walk of the game to Chico's
lead-off batter. The runner was then
sacrificed to second, moved to third
on a ground out, and scored on a
bloop single to center field with two
outs for the victory.

he worked around the time available
to other schools in the league.
Looking to this season, first year
Coach Geoff Smyth sees it as an op
portunity for the team to prove them
selves.
"1 expect to have a lot of fun, a
lot of learning for the team and me

>gy for the inconvenience
,M. Basketball season4
st night. Teams makifj

layoffs included:

Aronson, last year's Woman
Athlete of the Year, struck out 14 and
allowed only two hits. Tiger hurler
Flores more than held her own as she
struck out 11 Chico batters while
tossing a three hitter.
Flores and Anna Ulloa pounded
out a hit a piece for UOP.
On Friday, the Tiger's reboun
ded from their disappointing loss and
pummeled College of the Sequoias, 72.
Again the star of the game was
Flores who fired a one hitter and
blasted a three run homer in the third
inning.
The women started out fast as
they scored three runs in the first on

three Sequoia errors and two hits.
Ulloa and Nikki Synodis contributed
RBI singles.
Flores added her three run shot
in the third inning to put the game
out of reach.
dThe victory puts the team's
record at 6-3-1.
Yesterday the Lady Tigers faced
San Francisco State at home. Score
was unavailable at press time.
Today they face University of
Nevada-Reno at home in a doubleheader at 1:30 p.m. These games will
prepare the team for league play
which will begin on Wednesday,
against Fresno State at home at 1:30
p.m. All home games are played at
Louis Park Field.

Women's soccer begin play; take
on Chico State tomorrow at home
The women's soccer team will
begin league play as they take on
Chico State tomorrow at 2 p.m. on
the UOP intramural field.
The "team" in actuality is a club
which is in its second year, and the
intramural department. Last year
the team had a 1-7 record and it was
thought that they would drop out of
the league this year, therefore they
were not included in the oflicial
schedule. All their games now must

irate

Flores is making an excellent debut at UOP.

and for the team to Ire accepted,"
says Smyth. "This is our chance to
prove ourselves and show that there is
enough interest to field a team and
stay in the league."
Prior to their opening game on
Saturday, the women have par
ticipated in several scrimmages with
male teams; UOP men's soccer team
and a city team.
"We're showing aggressiveness
and a lot of hustle. Those will be
definite assets," says Smyth.
Other strengths that Smyth finds
would he teamwork, and desire.

"There's some lack of experience
hut if they work together and help
each other we'll do well, the desire is
there," he adds.
Out of 11 starters, the team has 4
returning players.
Looking to tomorrow, Smyth is
optimistic.
"We'll give them a good game
and score. We're looking forward to
the game," he says.
Sunday the women will travel to
Cal State Hayward where they will
play at 12 noon. Their next home
game will be after Spring vacation.

Star Beverage Co.

is pleased to announce
fhe appointment of
the Miller Representative for
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Sports Information Office

SPORTS BRIEFS
&The women's tennis team will
compete in the Roadrunner Team
Classic at Bakersfield all day March
26, 27 and 28.
"One goal that we have is to win
the Classic in Bakersfield," says Head
Coach Gordon Graham. "I think
that it's realistic if we play well as a
team. We can't afford to have a
couple of people do well and a few soso. Everyone needs to be on top."
Following the Classic the women
will travel south and will have 8 mat
ches in 8 days.
"It will be a real test of mental
and
physical
stamina,"
says
raham. "It'll be a real challenge to
play those teams and it will be a lot of

University of the Pacific

The men's tennis team have a
home match tomorrow
against
University of Tulsa at 10 a.m.
March 28 the Tigers travel to
San Francisco for a match at 2:30
p.m.
The men are now 2-6.

#Win an exciting trip to Hawaii.
That's right folks. With just $2.50
you can be going to the Island of
Oahu and then to Hilo with the
University of the Pacific's nationally
ranked volleyball team.
The women's volleyball team is
raffling off a trip for two, transporta
tion and board paid for, on October
1st through the 5th next fall. Win
ners will be traveling with the team
as they play the University of Hawaii
Fun."
The
Lady
Tigers
defeated at Hilo.
University of San Francisco 6 mat
To purchase raffle tickets, con
ches to 2. UOP won the 6 singles tact any UOP woman athlete. Ticket
matches but lost the 2 doubles mat price is $2.50. The drawing will be
held on April 18, when the Cascade
ches.
"There were a lot of close mat Steelers (UOP women's team) wil
ches," says Graham, "but for a play the Mavericks at Delta College
change we won them. That's a good Gymnasium. Participants need not
be present to win.
,
sign. It's encouraging."

NICK GOLDEN
For a really great time, call your Miller Campus
representative. Find out what important ser
vices, equipment, and ideas can help make
your event a very successful one. When you've
got the time we've got...
9/M

C 1978 Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee. Wl.

USA

Brewers ol Millet High lite, Lite, and Lowentriau Beers
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look:
Jimmy Carter: The President finally got a proper billing, that of:
"hero of his own crises." (I was tired of thinking about a President in
terms of Bibles, peanuts and Ham). Four more years of Carter means
lour more years of an incompetent White House staff (the wheels which
turn our government), continued economic delcine, and proven am
biguity and uncertainty in foreign policy. No, thanks.
Honald Reagan: Americans are finally realizing what the most im
portant issue of the day is: the political economy of our environment
(rhetorically cited as, "energy"). This is quickly becoming the dominant
issue of our domestic economy, and will soon dominate the foreign
policy arena. Anyone who says that we need not conserve energy, and
who would rather give up rational policy formation in favor of letting
"private enterprise'" run the energy show, gives me the heebie-geebies.
Such ideas represent blatant ignorance and political demogogerv. Enter
(Stage right): Ronald Reagan, as these ideas are his. No—please!

,<l»i I >

„ . fup nast several weeks we have been receiving
During the pa
rpauests from students to check
an increasing num er
contacts have been very
out suspicious people. Some or u

Edward Kennedy: A gutsy candidate, Senator, and individual:
despite personal hardships (several of them, certainly, self-imposed) and
political setbacks (his primary showing would have driven out any other
candidate), he promises not to drop out of the race no matter how poorly
he might fare. Last week, in fact, he refused to unequivocably support
Carter should the president win the nomination. He's got the most
leadership experience of any candidate and his history makes him
America's closest thing to a Prince of Wales. His current rhetoric, for
better or for worse, would be met with the harsh realities of office if elec
ted, and he and his sure-to-be-capable staff would handle those realities
better than anyone else would.
But Kennedy—due to his history—is in an awkward situation, and
like others in such situation he might not get what he longs for. We'll
see.
George Bush: Experienced, but apparently a tried-and-true
Trilateralist. If so, a vote for George is a vote for David (Rockefeller,
that is). I don't see anything positive about George and I'm running out
of space, so let's just forget him. I don't like voting for the lesser of two
evils, anyway.
And if the Republican contest was between Reagan and Bush, that's
what it would be- voting between two men, neither of whom could—
as both recent polls and horsesense tell us that-beat Carter. Anderson
might have a shot: he's doing best where Democrats can cross over and
vote for Republicans. And, I can't see many Republicans Voting for Car
ter or for Kennedy in November, so...
Should he lose the nomination to Reagan, don't be surprised if we see
the Illinois Congressman persuaded to go as a third-party candidate. For
the first time in a century, there would be a chance for a win by such a
standard-bearer, as Anderson appeals to strong factions in both parties.
Anderson's sardonic, Carter-resembling, slogan is: "Why not the
Best?"
Well, the real question is: Why not?

Let's talk about politics, just for a column.
Question number one: "Who is John Anderson, anyway?" Time
and time again this has been answered by the media—who delight in bil
ling the Illinois Congressman as: "possibly the best man in the campaign
alas, he can't win." As we now see, all this "...alas..." type of hype has
done as it intended: the acclaimed, "conservative turned liberal,' has
emerged from a supporting actor in "Doonesbury" to a viable presiden
tial candidate.
Just how, it's hard to guess. Certainly the media's favorable image
of Anderson hasn't hurt him: Americans are notorious for backing the
proverbial "underdog." The important question now, though, as the
primaries season matures, is: Can he win the nomination?
Let's handle that one with another familiar American proverb:
"Anybody can win!", and examine whether we would even want to put
Anderson in the White House. Well, what are our choices? Let's take a
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caUsing a disturbance in the
House reporting re
people involved for
Quad led to the arrest of one or trie F F
"an<B«idents in Casa Jackson called about a suspicious
male near their residence hall. Because of the prompt call
we were able to locate and identify the person and escort
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lifeguards at the pool about a male
loitering near the pool led to the revocation of another per-

""sometime Sunday night or Monday morning a student
had his car stolen from Wendell Phillips parking lot. Fortunately the person who stole the vehicle was shosvmg „
off and attracted the attention ol the Highway Patrol. TTre
car was recovered. Thecarwasa 1966 Chevrolet Impala
It is the second Impala taken from campus this year. Both
were from the middle 1960's. Chevrolets from that period
are very popular and are frequently stolen. If you own one
extra care should be taken to protect it from theft.
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"" AB^f die people involved were non-students. None of
,hem had any legitimate reason for being on. campus
There is no way of determining if the increased involvement by the student community has decreased the
amount of crime on the campus, however, there were no
mlrts of bicycle thefts or vehicle break-,„s his week. I
hope this involvement wil continue. It ,s beneficial to
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Medical School Scholarships
ri.jw°rercd..'
teblv

Last date to check out equipment will be
April 25,1980
Everything due back MUST be returned
to the Loan Store by
May 2,1980
Be on time, avoid a fine

Worth up to $ 100,000 are offered by the
US Navy Medical Corp. to pre-meds accepted by
accredited medical schools in the US.
The Scholarships provide full tuition, books,
lab fees, and $485 per month.
For further information call (916) 383-5387 or write:
Navy Officer Programs
5330 Power Inn Rd., Suite C
Sacramento, CA 95820

You found a place to store nuclear waste and no one is complaining? No
kidding? Where?
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"IT'S A SONY"
"IT'S A SONY"
"IT'S A SONY
"ITS A SONY"
"ITS A SONY"

"rrsAsoiff"
HST-69
STEREO COMPONENT
AM/FM stereo receiver and front-loading cassette
recorder with Dolby* noise reduction.
Unique Program Sensor System allows you to
pre-set your favorite stations for precise tuning
everytime.
12-step LED record-level/power-output meters.
Separate controls for bass, treble, balance and
volume with push-button loudness and A/B
speaker selection.

SS-440
SPEAKER SYSTEM

HST-69 and SS440 Speakers
Complete
Suggested list $589.00
Special $449.00

The only 2 sized
Radio ever built
Sony Color
The best by Trinitron
Suggested List $529.00
Special $449.00
-rrs a sony"

"ITS A SONY"

'IT'S A SONY

»•

L j l e o T e t k n " * 5 '
ftprf.
and Zang.-r . un

Student named

CIPA President

• Trinitron (one gun/one lens) Color System.
• Soft-touch 14-pushbutton Express Tuning
for instant channel selection.
• Automatic Fine Tuning, Automatic Color & Flue.
• Econoquick energy saving system.
• Alpha Chassis for greater reliability.
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Stuck

Digimatic clock

t 0 U C h s e n s i t 've Dream Bar for
8 mfn •
5 minutes extra dream time.
• 24 hour alarm system and Sleep Timer

: lZaoe7:^lor Morningbird alarm
Large 4 speaker for outstanding sound.

Sony Quality

KV-1206
12" TELEVISION (measured diagonally)

"IT'S A SONY'
Ml

2-way Bass Reflex with, cone woofer and 8"
passive radiator for extended bass response.
2 1 / 2 " cone tweeter for clean, crisp highs.
Flandsome rosewood cabinet with acoustically
transparent grille-cloth.
Dimensions: 25 5 /s" hi x 14 1 /2" Wx 10%" D.
External speaker cord terminals.
Removable grille assembly.

Special $44.99

"IT'S A SONY"
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Suggested List $55.95
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ICF-C511W
AM/FM DREAM MACHINE

Suggested List $89.95
Special $46.99

"IT'S A SONY"
"IT'S A SONY"
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*TM Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

• Two-pieces slip apart for miniature pocket
portability or snap together for rich table radio
sound.
• 3" powerful speaker and special "open back"
design produces high fidelity sound.
• Complete with private "second speaker" ear
phone which also functions as an FM antenna.

»duct Public

«»

Jy Brenda Stavonaon

SONY

ICF-7500W
FM/AM "SIDECAR SPECIALIST'

no. a

Advanced Campus Electronics
upper level
University Center
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Karen Friend Bradley is more than a dance teacher at
Affectionately named "Mama Ant"'by some of her
students, she is a lesson in sensitivity-partly because of
the nature ot her assignment, but mainly because what
she accomplishes in the dance studio is much more than
teaching students ways to move their bodies. "I teach
people, not just dance," she said.
u0P.

"I the
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By Bambi Dunham
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'Mama Ant'

•***
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This petite, 29 year old lady is in her third year at
Since she was hired, attendance in her morning
class has increased from seven to about 50 students,
many of whom are not even enrolled.
Sallv Williams, a sophomore in dance therapy com
mented, "Karen really cares about you as a person. She
sees beyond just the dance-moving across the floor, but
as an expression of the self. She's very sensitive to studen
ts strengths and weaknesses and very receptive when
anvonc needs help. You know, she's taught me a lot
about dance, hut 1 think I've learned more about
U0P.

myselfIn response to this student attitude, Bradley said, "I
am a firm believer in processes. One of the biggest com-

offered by the
meds accepted bv
5ls in the US.
II tuition, books,
5r month.

plaints I hear from other teachers is that students want
instant gratification.
I see these students everyday
smuggling with that exact thing... Learning to control the
muscles in the body is a very slow process...from this
knowledge, I can watch a pupil and see how he ap
proaches a problem. That gives me an advantage,
because you can learn a lot about an individual through
watching his movement.
Perhaps this is the advantage that Bradley has over
teachers who merely lecture. She sees her students every
day on a very individualistic basis. "Movement is a very
personal thing," she said,
"especially during im
provisation exercises. Students have to have some degree
of trust in me because they're telling me a lot about them
selves."

When asked how she handles the close interpersonal
relationships that develop with her students, she said, "I
don t take anyone's problems home with me, if that's
what you mean...I'm more concerned about whether the
person is attempting to solve the problem or not...It goes
back to the idea of process; and whether the problem is in
dance or another area of life, 90 percent of the time it
shows up in dance movement."
Originally from Buffalo, Bradley found her way to

Photo by Ann Levin

Karen Friend Bradley
the West Coast after receivng her BA in sociology and
education from the College of Boston. She then gained
her MA in dance from the University of Oregon at

Karen Klaparda and Maria
Zanger, both students at UOP, recen
tly practiced their merchandising ex
pertise when they "Sold themselves"
to KUOP management.
Klaparda discovered that KUOP
was hunting for a female talk show
host, preferably not a student, to
conduct public affairs program
related to women.
She informed
Zanger of the available position, and
they combined ideas, produced a
demonstration tape, and were on
their way to one of the most in
valuable experiences of their lives.
Klaparda and Zanger currently

Photo by Ann Levin

write, produce and host "A Womans
Place," a radio talk show designed as
a forum for discussion of sociological
issues, events and ideas pertaining to
women in and around our com
munity
"We ire the first two stu
dents to have a community affairs
program for at least live years," said
Zanger, "We're really excited about
that."
Both girls feel all students should
get involved with KUOP. "It seems
as though once I got involved with
KUOP I wanted to spread the word
and let everyone in on a great learn
ing experience...everyone here has
been so encouraging," said Zanger.
The program has enabled Zanger

and Klaparda to become better in
formed on a variety of issues. "It is so
important for students to integrate
themselves to the outside world, I
think this program links us to the
community and gets us out of the
sheltered environment of UOP," ex
plained Klaparda.
Klaparda is a junior in COP,
double majoring in Society and
Policy and Communication. She has
been involved with the Pacifican,
KUOP, and KVOR radio stations and
Delta Gamma Sorority.
Her current position at KUOP is
an internship for women in Social
Policy.
"I consider myself as a
humanist and equalist, not a

Students take top honors at
M.U.N. Regional Conference

Student named
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CIPA President
By Brenda Stevenson
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„.Martin Johnson, a .sophomore
I'oinmmnication major was 4 elected
President of the California Inter
collegiate Press Association {CIl A) at
the 31st annual meeting which was
lield in Claroniont, California on
February 15 and 16th. UOP has
been selected to host the 32nd annual
convention next year.
johnson foresees several new
dimensions lor the convention. He
would like to add news and leatures,
niaiuh dealing with the arts. John
son staled that he'd like to add some
crcatisc writing editorials lor stu
dents who like freestyle, writing.
Johnson say s he looks forward to the
sharing of ideas, and helping each
other through the competitive ex
periences, bv being more supportive
toward one another during the .con
vention.

feminest...I am just a student trying
to motivate other students," she said.
Zanger is a senior with a major
in Sociology and Urban Affairs.
Zangers radio experience includes
hosting a Young Republicans talk
show at Delta College.
Their knowledge coupled with
their enthusiasm should help produce
a very entertaining educational
program.
They have succesfully
completed five show and are
organizing a three part series on
Women in the work force.
"A Woman's Place" can be
heard Tuesday night at seven and
both women would welcome your in
volvement. Karen Klaparda and Maria Zanger on the air
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Martin Johnson with 3rd place award he recieved at CIPA Convention
CIPA also include the exchanging of
ideas within colleges that are in
volved in the convention, more
workshops and interesting lectures
along with more instructors to lead
workshops. He says that he d like to
get speakers from MeCeorge Law
School and the School of Business and

Public Administration.

Martin concluded that he sees his
job as president of C1PA as a learning
event through which he will be more
knowledgable ot how to organize
conventions and contact different
organizations.

Stuck in the Middle
By Rick Johnson
This column had it's origins in the Pacific's effortto
bring you the students ^j^^f^torials on every
pus and its activities.
tQ cover the student
possible topic. My goal has
Lately however, the
residences, their stalf and acti
•
neople
dorm life has been rather dead.
are actually studying. Midterms have everyone
panic. So what do I get to talk a otin
Well as 1 was looking Ithrugh my
1 stumbled on to something that m y

iatic clock.
)ream Bar to

3 Timer,
alarm.

,g sound.

y

>.95

^^
ymj

Do

any of you realize what tom°rr° js National College
Saturday! Saturday, March
.
jzed Fm not
,0"
Roommate Day.
sure. This is one day I
cPf.ret Valentines. Lets
Enough of the Secret Santas ant
wjth all your
do something for the one who has put up

hot date and asked you not to be there when they return?
Sometimes adjustments can be made and roommates
will last the year without too much trouble. For others,
divorce court is the only solution. In Grace Covell for
examlple, one person moved out of the room while the
other was away during winter term. Normally this
would be no big deal. But when she left, she took along
the ASUOP refrigerator that was in the other persons
name. Upon the second partys' return, she found an
"empty" room. A battle ensued which involvd a legal
seetlement over the refrig contract. After months oi
negotiations and bickering the first party gave up the frig
that she had hesisted to Jessie B. of course they remain the
"best of friends." Right. Perhaps you can't see this ever
happening to you. But what if it was a forty dollar Bong,
or your Donnna summer album. Now that would be

you are always having the muchies and drinking
the beer that your roommate buys; if you are going
tQ rec
through rush and coming in wasted at 5a.m.; if you
person in the room. This may ,e y. „ mmate Divorce
have made your roommate sleep in the lounge three times
tify youself this semester and avo.d Room
• a week, then have some consideration.
Court.
. .._ate that 273 cases I
Today is the day to do something nice for that special
In January alone, reports in
ommate divorce
person. Borrow some clothes and a lot of money and take
were brought before the tas .0.rCe,.
but take a l°0^i
your roommate to the Redwood Room for the ever
action. Statistics can be mis ea
•
the room? |
popular "inflation special." You may ex-en want to clean
around you. Are your dirty c o
avorite shirt that he
up some of the dirty clothes and beer bottles. Then again
Are you wearing your '^InTforthe rush party tonite? you may not. Lets not go over over board. If you really
washed and ironed especi y
y0ur roommate may be can't stand your roommate and there's no chance ot you
Of course this can go both ways^
^
^ jn the garbage
two rooming together next year, then I'm sure you'll have
one of those who always puts a to
j
jt ]ust betore
some of your own ideas of how to celebrate National
can in your room but never seems
^ break down and
the ants have taken over your roo
mate had a Roommate Day.

disgusting habit.
Let's face it, we've done thing

irritate that other

room

take it out.
ronica

Eugene. Upon it's completion, was hired at UOP. "I want
ed to find someplace fairly small, where Ihad some con
trol over the program, yet could do more than just
choreograph," she said.
It seems that she has found her niche. She coor
dinated the Pacific Dance and Electric Company last
year and supervised its tremendously successful Spring
Concert performance. A second Spring Concert is slated
for April 19 in the Conservtory Auditorium.
On an average, Karen spends three nights a week
and three hours a day each weekend outside of her
regular class schedule working with the company.
Karen's husband, Les, is also an active member of
the UOP faculty. He is presently an Assistant Professor in
the communication department, as well as acting Station
Manager for KUOP. When asked how she feels about her
•husband working at the same place she said, "II we
didn't, we'd probably never see each other."
Since most of Karen's students do not go on to be
professional dancers, why do they return to her classes
semester after semester? Karen answers this question
best. "I am training human beings, not just-artists."

Students host female talk' show on KUOP
By Lise Reese
Stall Writer

holarship s

She's more than a dance teacher

many times has your

maJlIf

The Pacific Model
United
Nations Association recieved top
honors at the M.U.N. Regional Con
ference held March 8th. The conven
tion is a participatory learning ex
perience for the full-scale UN
simulation which will take place in
Palo Alto this Spring. UOP has par
ticipated in the program for over 20
years and has one of the largest
delegations in the Far West.
A highlight of the day is each
committee's election of the outstan
ding delegate to act as their com
munique'.
Three members of
PMUNA recieved this top honor by
being chosen Rapporteur:
Anita
Pahutski, Laura Jackson, and Pam
Stanley.
Anita Pahutski, a senior, was the
Austrian delegate in Third Commit
tee. She presented resolutions which

faculty advisor Dr. Jerry Hewitt,
Pacific is stressing fundamentals.
Training includes analysis of Inter
national Affairs, Mock sessions,
briefings on "hotspots" and contem
porary issues, and significant oppor
tunity for public speaking and
diplomatic techniques.
Pacific sent a total of four
delegations.
Along with Austria,
COP sent Tunisia, Covell sent Spain,
and Ray-Cal sponsored Afghanistan.
Conrad said, "I am extremely pleased
with the unusual depth and strong
here."
leadership of this year's group."
Pam Stanley, a returning 2nd
She added, "I'm terribly proud of
year member, was the Economic and
the extra talented bunch of people we
Social Council's Austrian delegate.
have and the hard work they've put
"It was a day filled with moments of
in. We enjoy what we do, teach each
frustration and constant tension, but
other and plan high expectations.
all the months of preparation paid
I'm really quite jazzed."
off. Pacific was awesome!"

covered social, humanitarian, and
cultural issues.
"Model United
Nations is a total experience in itself,
being Rapporteur," she said, "only
added to the day."
Laura
Jackson
represented
Austria in the Committee on the
Status of Women. Jackson, a first
year delegate, commented that, "All
of us owe our success today to the
support and coaching of our Per
manent
Representative,
"Sherri
Conrad. Sherri made the difference

Under

the

guidance

of

new

It's Greek To Me
By Rebecca Tupin
Never, no never, have I seen so many campus men preparing the appropriate libations.
Archania was first this year with their party on the
walking around UOP in leisure suits. It s true I saw
them with my own eyes; hundreds (well almost) of them 8th. Your first clue that something was amiss might have
meandering through the streets betwixt the fraternities been the sand all over the patio or maybe the bamboo
and their respective residences. There was short ones, fence across the front or maybe even the waterfall
tall ones, plump ones, skinny ones...every thing! Blue discending from the third floor. Their theme was 'Beach
suits, brown suits, green suits...And, get this, they were Blanket Bingo' and was very successfully portrayed
(shades on Gidget Goes Hawaiian).
all smiling!
SAE's extravaganza was Friday the 14th. Their
"Mais pourquoi?" or "Pero Pourque?" or "Whatever
theme last year was so successful that they repeated it this
for?"
There have not been any 'open' social functions as of year. The theme was...(drum roll please)...Dirty T-Shirts!
late either. Nope, no Thursday nighters, no ASUOP car (No, I don't mean dirty as in soiled; I mean dirty as in
dholders only, no ladies free, nothing. For a campus, filthy). Anyway, everybody wore their favorite lewd
that once (no doubt long ago and far away) was rated shirt and had lots of fun! Of course there was no reason
among the top ten party schools by Playboy Magazine (or to decorate the house in any grandiose fashion—who
would have noticed anyway?
so rumour has it) that's pretty darn amazing.
Omega Phi was the next night, the 15th. The theme
Like I said before "Why is this so?"
to
their
party was 'Knights of the Round Table.' The
Well, kiddies, it's like this— The Men's Rush season
theme
lead
to some very interesting sights concerning the
is on! Actually, at this date it's almost off, but in any case
decorations
and costumes, for instance, Omega Phi
all of this has lead to absolutely zippo in the name of
open parties. However, it does make for some really was refered to as the 'Castle in the middle' and Select
participants claimed to be rescuing damsels in distress
super 'closed' parties.
The four fraternities involved in this (AKL, Ar- and searching for Holy Grails. (By the way—What is the
chania, Omega Phi, and SAE) have a series of parties velocity of a sparrow?)
Well, we have one big party left—that's AKL's and it
during the month of March, beginning with Open House.
takes
place tomorrow night. According to the Vice
Open House was held on the 4th and 5th and consisted of
President
Tim O'Leary, the motif for Saturday will be
house tours, introducitons and a few friendly drinks.
'Monte
Carlo
Night.' That's right kids, roulette tables,
From those parties on the rushee must be invited back to
black
jack...the
works. And you'll never guess Who'll be
the different functions.
Each house throws one really big party; most people there! Right, pseudo Playboy bunnies will be handing
consider these the highlight of rush. All of these parties out cocktails and tuxedoed maitre d's will facilitate your
have a theme, the people attending dress accordingly and chance of winning. Bonne chance!
Until next Friday, think about this one—What's
dates are 'de rigour.' Needless to say this type of party is
pretty exciting, the houses go all ciut in decorating and wrong with the English Alphabet anyway?

matter/ of fact
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Concerts
Swimming
The UOP Wind Ensemble and
Concert Band under the direc
tion of associate professor 0f
music, C. Dale Fjerstad, will
present a public concert 0n
Tuesday, March 25 at 8:15
pm in the UOP Conservatory
auditorium. Admission is free.

Men's swimming at NCAA s at
Harvard Mar. 2 1

Slide show

ASUOP

Men's swimming at NCAA's at

Harvard Mar. 22

Forms requesting funds from
ASUOP for the fiscal year
1980-81 will be available in
the ASUOP office March 21April 11. Completed requests
must be returned to the
ASUOP office before 5 p.m.
April 11.

News
Mortar Board

Hearing tests

Mortar Board is a Senior
Honour Society for active
members of the community
and University.
To be
elligible, a student must be of
Jr standing, have a GPA of at
least 3.3 and also be able to
demonstrate leadership and
active participation in extra
curricular activities. If you
feel that you are qualified for
election to Mortar Board, bu
thave not received a letter,
please come by the office of
Student Life.

Physical exams

Chess Club
The UOP Chess Club is now holding
meetings every Monday night from 7
to 9 in the RedwOod Room, Univer
sity Center.
Interested players,
novice, or expert, are invited to at
tend. Mcmbershsip is open to all
faculty , stall, and students ol UOP.

Economist to visit
Professor
Masahiko
Aoki,
economist from Kyoto Univer
sity, Japan will visit this cam
pus March 26-28. Professor
Aoki will address some classes
in economics, business and
public administration. There
will be addresses and recep
tions destined for the general
university community. Profes
sor Aoki's visit is jointly spon
sored by the Center for Inter
national Programs, Inter
national Services, the Center
for Integrated Studies and had
been actively promoted by the
Department of Economics;

Free hearing tests are available
to UOP students, staff and
their families on Fridays from
9 to 3 in the Dept. of Com
municative Disorders. Grad
uate students in speech
pathology will be performing
the testing as part of their
training program. To make
your appointment call 9462381. This service will be
available through March and
perhaps longer.

Due to popular demand, the
Health Center has made
special arrangements to assist
students who may need
physical examinations for the
following:
1. Summer jobs.
2. Summer Exchange
Studies.
3. Others if needed (pro
viding testing equip
ment is available at
our Health Center.
The basic physical will in
clude a complete blood count
and urinalysis if needed. The
cost is $ 12 which is due on the
day of examination. The $ 12
fee is necessitated by the
operating cost of this special
clinic. The special clinic is
open on Thursdays at 1 p.m.,
beginning
March
13th
through May 15th, 1980. An
appointment must be made.
Call the Health Center at 9462315.

Lecture
Covell College has announced
that this spring's Bishop Miller
Lecturer will be US Am
bassador Lawrence A. Pezzullo. The lecture, entitled
"Nicaragua
and
Central
American Prospectives," will
be given in english April 9 at
7:30 pm. in Raymond Com
mon Room. A colloquy will
also be given April 9th in the
Raymond Common Room at 1
p.m.
and
is
entitled
"Terrorism, Revolution and
Human Rights."

Workshop

Mission tour
Contrasting Saudi Arabian and
American Culture
Tuition:
$4*k* 1 unit or non-credit. Dr.
Paj-yor P..Hansen, instructor.
Behind the daily headlines lie
distinctive differences between
the cultures of the United
States and the important Mid
dle East nation of Saudi
Arabia, differences sometimes
bridged and sometimes wor
sened by communication and
stereotypes. How to get per
sons of one culture to be sen
sitive to and understand per
sons of another culture is what
this workshop is all about.
Topics include verbal and
non-verbal codes, law, justice,
beliefs,
values,
attitudes,
religion, family, food and
dress. March 21, 5-10 p.m.;
March 22, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Education Building, Room
206, UOP Stockton Campus.

T.M.

Creating an ideal society will
be the topic for an introduc
tory lecture on Transcenden
tal Meditation on MarcT 26.
The 8 pm address will be held
in Wendell Phillips Center
room 122. Admission to the
event is free. The lecture is
sponsored by ASUOP Forum
on National Priorities.

YMCA

A slide show on National parks
with pictures of the Rockies,
Yellowstone, and Glacier
National parks will be shown
on Tuesday, April 15 at 7 p.m.
in WPC 233. For further in
formation call 943-0332.

The annual Spanish California
Mission Tour is nearing its
final stages. The tour will
begin on March 29 and will
continue through April 5,
visiting the 21
Spanish
Missions as well as other
historic
buildings
and
museums which have been a
part of California's Spanish
Culture. There are 35 reser
ved rooms with 25 fo these
filled. The cost is $329.00 for
registered students, $349.00
for faculty members and
$399.00 for all others.
A
complete brochure is available
at Holt-Atherton Pacific Cen
ter for Western Studies and at
the Department of History.
Two to four units may also be
available.
See Dr. Walter
Payne in the History Depar
tment for more information.

Men's swimming at NCAA s at
Harvard Mar. 23

Sports

Golf
Golf home vs. San Jose and
Fresno all day Mar. 21

Baseball
2:30

Golf at Fresno Classic at
Fresno all day Mar. 21

Baseball vs. Santa Clara
at
home 12 noon Billy Hebert
Field March 22

Golf at Fresno Classic at
Fresno all day Mar. 28

Baseball at Santa Clara
March 21

Baseball at UC Berkeley
March 25

2:30

Baseball at Fresno State
p.m. March 28

7:30

The Symphony Orchestra and
University Choirs will com
bine for a concert tonight at
8:15 pm in the Conservatory
Auditorium and will be open
to the public without charge.

Softball
Women's Softball
home vs.
Univ Nevada Reno Louis Park
Field 1:30 p.m Mar. 21

The Arts

Women'ssoftball ! home vs.
Fresno State Louis Park 1:30
p.m. March 26

tii
ASUOP Social will present Jazz
Artist Mel Torme and the UOP
Jazz Band on Friday, April 25,
1980 at 8:00 pm in the UOP
Conservatory. '6:50 will be
the charge for General Ad
mission and '1.50 for ASUOP
Cardholders. Tickets will be
sold at the UOP Electronics
Store, Delta Box Office and
Miracle Music. Very limited
sales are left. The deadline for
students to buy tickets is Mon
day April 14, 1980.
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Women's softball
home vs.
USF Lous Park Eield 2:30
p.m. March 28

Men's tennis home vs. Univ. of
Tulsa 10 a.m. courts Mar. 21
Men's tennis at San Francisco
St. 2:30 p.m. Mar. 28
Women tennis
at Road run
ner T' <m Classic at Bakcrsficld all day Mar. 26
Women tennis
at Roadrunncr Lain Classic at Bakersfield-all dav Mar. 27
Women tennis
at Road run
ner team Classie at Bakersfield all day Mar. 28
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Dance Concert

Tennis
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Jackson Peaks Quadrangle
Theatre, a professional dance
company based in Salt Lake
City, Utah will perform a con
cert tonight at 8 p.m. in Long
Theatre. Tickets are $2 and
will be available at the door.
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PD&E
The Pacific Dance and Electric
Company will hold its annual
Spring concert on Saturday,
April 19 at 8 pm in the Conser
vatory. Tickets are $2. For
furthur information call 9462210.

J. Geils
The J. Geils Band will appear
in concert tomorrow night at
8 p.m. in the Oakland
Auditorium.
Tickets are
$8.50 in advance, $10 the day
of the show.

Soldiers s
ric
(up to $1

on campusfof f campus
college work-study
Call Arm

Membership

The San Joaquin County YMCA,
located at 640 N. Center Street is oflei ing a special yearly membership of
$45 lor lull time college students.
I'or further information call: 4669603

Student Special

95

Inquire at the Office of Financial Aid

5x10
3 months $51.00

946-2421

UOP

Sir Gauuan's Superhair, Inc.
& the Holiday Inn

Gymnists, wrestlers, swimmers and rugby
players wanted as actors in major
Hollywood motion picture soon to

J°»n the people

commence in Santa Cruz

Call (408) 722-7761

1919 N. Broadway, Stockton, CA 95205
Ph. 465-7245
7 a.m. to 6 p.m.

For Comfort's Sake

the feet.

Pic

present

FREE
March 23rd, 1980 7:30 p.m.
at the Holiday Inn Convention Center

l 9-

Sc

HairStyles by
Sir Gauuan's Superhair Salon of Stockton
Music by
Dave Brown at the Console and Ihe Daryle Fenley Combo
Choreography by
Nancy Memory Featuring the Memory Daneers

mm
Birkenstock's Footprints
1205 W. March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209)477-2955
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speakers. Beautiful oiled birch cabinets. A
bargain at $250. call 465-9040
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campus. Share living expenses with a lew
other ladies.

Nice, new house, furnished

Call for more info.: 951-9191. Margie
HEAD RESIDENT POSITIONS for the Fall
1980-81 academic year.

Applications are

now available in The Office of Student Life
Knoles Hall.

Single or married Graduate

students are encouraged to apply. For fur

1

ther information, call ex. 2451. Deadline to
apply is April 18, 1980.
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Bombay up, with a double olive
•

Since the weather is getting warm again it's time to get off the

whiskey and vodka trip and get back to that good old summer time
gin craze.
This is a certain refresher for pre-dinner drinks, or late evening

Look GreatLook SharpFor the best dry cleaning in town- _
let Miracle Mile Martinizing
do it for you!
--One-stop, full service
dry cleaning with laundry service available.

parties. Hell, it s even good first thing in the morning (except for

•Close to UOP
•Fast
•Competitively priced, with quality
beyond compare.

you first time gin drinkers). Now for the recipe:
Ingredients: Bombay Gin (any" other is a complete waste of time
and tastebuds)

- Loose seams on the skirt of your dreams?
-Small tear on your mohair?
-Button pop off your old overcoat?

Take two ounces of Dr. Bombay and chill over ice for 2-3
minutes, stirring occasionally. Strain into a Martini glass, small

Looking for ride for two people to Denver
or Colorado, leaving late Fri., Mar. 28 or
later, returning by Mon., Arp. 7. Willing to

NEW LUSTRIUM
NOW$6895
10-3 _
Place:.

UOP Pharmacy School

olives on a toothpick and place them in the chilled gin allowing
Sip the first one slowly, acquiring a taste for the spirits; the
second and third one go down progressively easier.
If a headache occurs the following morning, repeat the process

J0STETS

WHAT' GOING ON AT DELTA GAM
MA!! The ladies of Delta Gamma are fired
up to meet their Mystery Men—see you
Saturday night.
REWARD FOR

V
RETURN OF SILVER

Evenings

464-8960.

Lost

Wednesday

March 12 between Knoles Hall & WPC.

Get up to
$2,000 for college.

Charles and Marilyn Bott's

MIRACLE MILE MARTINIZING
82 W. Castle Street, Stockton, California 95204

Call Rich: 946-9075 or

948-0269.

MEN-WOMEN

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.

them to soak up the liquid like a sponge.

share expenses.

rose beaded bracelet—Sentimental value

We'll sew it up, mend it,
or replace it without charge!

wine glass, or, if worse comes to worse, a paper cup. Spear two

immediately.
Remember, gin is only a state of mind.

3886.

You'll get lots of extras, at no extra cost!

Olives (extra large with pimento)
Ice

BayAre;

WANTED: Clerk for liquor store, call 464

Phone 464-0411

See you under the

table.
-SYMBO
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Soldiers start college
richer.
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(up to $14,100 richer)

SO in advance, S10theday|

the

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

l-H (415)433-1763
I

Educational Center
TESTNKPAIUTION
SPECIALISTS SIIICE 193S

ONE SECURITY PACIFIC PL/
SAN FRANCISCO 94108

(916)

Many Army Reserve units are offering a program
that may provide you up to $2,000 to help pay for your
education. If you're eligible, when you join the Reserve
you may receive money for tuition and other educational
expenses for college, vocational or technical school. So
you can concentrate more on getting an education and
less on how to pay for it.
And as a Reservist, you learn a skill and earn a start
ing income of over $1,000 a year. That's for using your
skill with your local unit just 16 hours a month plus two
weeks active duty for training yearly. The hours won t
interrupt your studies. And the pay will help with your
other expenses.
_
,
Fina out more about this Educational Assistance
Program.

753.48OO

204 F STREET
204 F S

HttI

DAVIS 95616

• Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff
• Complete TEST-n-TAPE,m facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
• Smail classes taught by skilled instructors.
• Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
• Voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
• Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 80 centers.

Call Army Reserve
Opportunities
478-5007

For Information About Other Centors In More Than 80 Maior US Cities & Abroad

The Army can help you save a lot of money for coilege.
Enlist for two years and you can accumulate up
g
With a three-year enlistment, up to $12,100. And as mucn as
$14,100 with a four-year enlistment
yotprarys Educa-

Outside NY State

Meet Today's Army Reserve.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Has
SnRnd

CALL TOLL FAEE: AO0-22J-17I2

big
the

out more about the VEAP today!

Call Army Opportunities
951-3563
Join the people who've joined the Army.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Applications for Programs Council Chair
are now being accepted
For more information come into the Center Directors Office
or call 946-2171
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Miss San Joaquin Co
cant, from page I
who work in the pageant."
Each area of competition con
centrated on different aspects of the
girl, she said. Evening gown com
petition shows grace and poise. The
swimsuit competition is considered
the health portion of the pageant
because it shows how well you take
care of your body and your skin.

Warneke said, "I consider talent tobe
the most important compet.tion
she said. Shewillbesmgmg a p ece
from the Opera "Romeo and Juliet
entitled "Ah! Je veux vivre! ffl.the
Miss California Pageant. In the fo
th competition, the persona inter
view questions range from politics to
personal subjects. "The personal in

terview in front of judges provide^
opportunity for the judges to real]!
get to know you as a person.
Warneke, a vocal perform:
ance
and communications maj°r- looks
forward to the experience of bei
Santa Cruz for the Miss Calif0niia
Pageant.

Officer assumes duty after training

Arbor Day, 1915

Arbor Day revived

Planting trees on campus
A tradition that has been dor
mant on the UOP campus is being re
vived this spring. On April 18th 30
teams made up of students and
faculty members will be planting a
variety of trees and shrubs around the
campus in celebration of Arbor Day.
During Pacific's early years Ar
bor Day was an event in which the
entire University community partici
pated. The campus was essentially
bare in the 1930's and 40's, but
through the efforts of the students and
faculty of that era we now have one
of the most beautiful and botanically
rich landscapes of any college on
America. By restoring the Arbor Day
tradition we hope to keep the campus
as beautiful and lush as it is now for
generations to come.
The planting will primarily be

centered around four areas on cam
pus: The South Campus lawn bet
ween the School of Education and the
Classroom Building; the intramural
playing field near the tennis courts;
the School of Pharmacy and Cowell
Health Center; and the area around
North Hall, the fraternities and soro
rities.
The Arbor Day schedule calls for
tree planting from 2:00 - 5:00, an allcampus bar-b-que on Knoles Lawn at
5:30 followed by games in the
stadium beginning at 6:30.
The festivities are being coordi
nated by the Alumni Association and
the Student Alumni Council and are
designed to give every student a
chance to leave his or her mark on the
campus by making it more beautiful
than it already is.

Kara Brewer, director of the
Alumni Association, states, "Often I
have had older alums take me by the
hand and lead me to the camillia
bush or redwood grove that they
planted years ago. They take real
pride in the campus because they
have contributed something lasting."
If you are interested in helping
with the Arbor Day activities by get
ting donations for trees, organizing
work parties or participating in the
afternoon planting sessions you
should contact:
Kathy Kline — Intramural Sports Of
fice — Main Gym
Kara Brewer — Alumni Office —
Burns Tower
or members of the Student Alumni
Council.

Officer Robert Taylor of UOP s
Office of Public Safety, graduated
3rd in a class of 34 at the Regional
Criminal Justice Training Center
Academy, March 7.
Taylor is the first in a series of of
ficers to graduate from the academy
as part of Chief Norman Askew's
drive to improve the campus police
department.
"This is a real step towards pro
fessionalism in the department,"
Askew said.

He went on to express pride of his
office over Taylor's performance,
"He did quite well down there.
Graduation ceremonies were
held at the academy in Modesto
following a 13 week training period.
28 guests and associates attended
the graduation to support Taylor and
made up the largest "cheering section
for any of the graduates.
"That kind of support is
gratifying," concluded Askew.
Off icer Robert Taylor

New housing policy introduced
By Bill Kochenderfer
Pacifican Staff Writer

In a move to alleviate the over
crowding (operating in the neighbor
hood of 103% of capacity first
semester) experienced by the living
groups on campus, a new housing
policy has been introduced.
The action concerns upperclassmen and graduate students (as of next
fall) who wish to reside in SouthWest, Grace Covell of the Quads.
These persons have been allocated as
a group 128 spaces, the recipients of
which will be determined through a

fact that the number of upper)
classmen and graduate students

lottery following the normal housing
registration procedures.
The reason behind the move, ex
plained Director of Housing Stan
Green, is to trminate the need to
house overflow students in assorted
lounges and study rooms which were
obviously set aside for other purposes.
Contrary to a popular opinion
going on around campus however,
the limiting of spaces will not lead to
an inordinate amount of upperclassmen left without housing, as Mr.
Green was careful to point out.
This is due quite simply to the

desiring housing in these areas is not
expected to exceed 128 by more that
fifteen to twenty.
In the past the number has varied
from approximately 120 to 180 ap
plications (last semester 143 upperclassmen and graduate students were
housed in the effected areas). About
140 applications are expected this
year.
Unaffected by this new policy are
the fraternities and soroities and the
University Center apartments.

John Bennett

'Nuclear war is self-defeating'
By Bobi Bloom

Meet Dude. One of
the younger elements
of
the
community, he has
nonetheless shown
himself
to
be
a
dedicated
and
in
volved individual, as
he volunteered his
services to The
K-.rir;- an during
Wednesday night
paste-up. Duae is a
week-old rooster who
has reportedly taken
up residence at UOP.

In a speech Monday night, en
titled "This Talk of War," Professor
John Bennet stressed that the United
States should not enter into a war
with the Soviet Union without taking
into consideration the consequences
of a nuclear war.

said that a nuclear war would also
have effects on agriculture and the
food supply.
"It is true that access to oil in the
Persian Gulf area is an important
issue," he said. "But more important
is the aversion of a nuclear war."

Bennett also said that we should
be fully aware of our prejudice and
anti-sovietism and its possible effects
on our present situation.
"People who talk about a nuclear
war are not fully aware of the full
cost," said Bennett. "A nuclear war
to defend oil would be self defeating.
A nuclear war to defend freedom
would be self-defeating." Bennett
warned that a nuclear war could

Bennett also talked about our
feelings toward the Soviet Union.
"We do have an obsession about the
Soviet Union," he said. "But there is
no reason for singling out the Soviet
Union."
"The Russians have as much
reason to fear us as we have to fear
them," he said. Bennett also talked
about the Anti-Sovietism and AntiCommunim in our history.
In spite of our criticism of Soviet
action in Afghanistan we should see a

have genetic effects on the descendents of the survivors.
"We can only fear the worst ef
fects upon the earth itself." Bennett
also warned that much of the earth's
territory would be uninhabitable. He

Ken Wornick

EAiatrra
Alter taking a big swing at organized
religion, 1 leel compelled to write a lew words
about another religious curiosity here at
Pacific.
1 recently attended a Sunday Mass at the
chapel. Being an observer rather than a partieipant called for a strategic location. An em
ptv balcony above seemed appropriate, To
make a short story long, 1 was quite surprised
Sitting below was the strangest or should I say
the most intriguing i^jx of ^^esin^ the Pope
jflHH^JPfor their
sins above the pleasant drone of music and
singing.

If you're interested, you might check it out.
There is plenty of room for observing up in the
balcony. If you want to participate you might
call ahead for tickets. It's standing room only.
Plod on. The inside cover of the '80-'81
COP brochure has printed upon it in bold let
ters, Tradition and Innovation". The terms
leave room for a great deal of interpretation. Is
the phasing out of students from a dining
facility traditional? Is the cancellation of M.A.
and Ph.d. programs because of, among other
things, inadequate library facilities innovative?
Is tearing down one of the only aesthetically
pleasing quonset huts tradition? Is the recent
return of archaic sorority rush rules innovative?
'Nuff said.

need to be more open. Bennett feels
that we have overreacted to the
situation in Afghanistan. He stressed
that we need to know more "realism,
prudencw, and restraint," right now.

If you're in a tough spot this week in a con
versation or just need to break the ice, try this
one out. "Excuse me sir/miss, do you have the
space and time?" Yes there is a slight nun
working. No kidding.
Funny thing I recently discovered about
our campus. In the dead of night you can't find
a place dark enough to see all the stars. In fact
a three hour walk along the levee in the dead of
night still left my view cluttered with the buzz
of lights. I'm all for progress, heated homes
and safe places well lit to walk. But have we
maybe gone too far? Every damn thing in town
has a light going twenty four hours a day. I felt
like a prisoner looking up through all the manmade light to the stars above.
Today everybody is a minority, in a
majority of cases.
South campus planned disorganization is
nice strewn with flotsam here, jetsam there
here a flot, there a jet, everywhere a flot-jot
Smooth and abrasive words. Choose for
yourself. Stan McCaffrey. Beth McCaff
Susan Pillow. Pacific. Tigers. Food Service'
Ce'
Quads. Stop.
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John Bennett
President Emeritus
Union Theological Seminary
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"The prevention of a nuclear «ar
and the survival of our countries isa
common interest of the Soviet Union
and the United States," he said. "|S
time to keep these common interests
foremost in our minds."
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